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lifHODUCTlON 
fh© theraal expansion of uranium and the nature of allo-
troplo trsnsforffifitios processes In uranium sre of obvious 
Ifitereit In predicting or understanding the effects of thermal 
cycling on oomponents fabricated of uranluro such ss nuelea.r 
fuel elements» Quit© apart from this possible immediate prac~ 
tlcal interest is the theoretical Interest in the trensforma-
tion prooessee themselves. TJ-m purpose of the present InveBti-
gfition is to determine the temperature dependence of the lat­
tice parasiieters of uranium from room temperature to the melt­
ing point and to provide experimental date on the general 
eharacteristios and kinetics of the allotroplc transformstions 
in uranium. Toward this end, high-temperature x-ray diffrac­
tion, eleotrlcal resistivity, and sonic experimental tech­
niques were employed. The data presented nre Interpreted in 
terras of the known physical, meohanical, and structural 
properties of the metsl and are intended ps a contribution 
toward the complete experimental end theoretical description 
of the allotroplc transformation processes in pure uranium. 
Metallic uranium is known to exist in three allotroplc 
forms between room teaperature a.nd its melting point. The 
crystal structures of ell three phases are kno^n. The room 
temperature alpha form is orthorhorablc and is stable at 
tee-peratwres up to 668®G, the beta for® is tetragonal and is 
stable in the temperature range 658 to 774°G, and the gamma 
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form Is toodj-o©nt®rea suteic and it stable from 774°C to the 
ffieltlag point (1132^0). The transformation tenperatures 
reported vary over a fairly wide tenspere.ture range presuraably 
due to "Variations in the purity of the metal and to the cool­
ing and heating rates employed• 
fhe itrueture of the low teniperature or alpha phs^se was 
first deti©rmln©d by Jacob and Warren (1). It is orthorhombic 
of Space group GsiOffi with four atoms per unit cell. Tucker 
(2) has dlscusssd th# structure from the standpoint of cheral-
eal bonding end presents evidence for eovslent bonding between 
atoms in the eorrugated (010) sheets. The covslent bondinp-
is proposed es th© basis for the coismonly known tsetslloid-
llke charaeteristieg of this phe.se. The lattice pprameters 
of this pha@@ ©a a function of teiQpersture from -253°C to 
640*^0 hgve been recently reported by Bridge, Schwertz, and 
faughan (3). 
Beta uraniuai, the form stable between about 670°C and 
770^^0, has a complex tetragonal cell of 30 atoms end space 
group P4/Hiim or .P4/nni. The exact space group and precise 
atomic positions have been debated in a, series of papers by 
Tucker and Senlo and Thewlls and Steeple. The status of this 
debate was reviewed in a joint statement by these authors (4). 
fhe high hardness and low ductility of beta uranium is con­
sistent with the complexity of its structure. 
Wilson and Rundle (6) established the structure of the 
high temperature gamma phase bs body centered cubic with two 
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atoms per unit sell- This structure Is more typical of 
aetals, and this faot Is reflected In the mechanical proper­
ties ©f uraniuffl abo¥@ about ??0®G. 
te suthorltativ© review of the physical snd mechanical 
properties of tb© three allotroplc forms of uranium Is to be 
found In the Gsnei'a Conference Report in the ohspters toy 
Foot® (6) and Howe (?)• Cahn's paper on the modes of deforma­
tion in alpha uranium (8) and Holden's on the deforrastion of 
beta uranium (9) are elso of interest. In p recent peper by 
Prledel (10) proposals wtre aade on a aeml-empiricsl ba.sis 
about the electronic band structure in the, three phases. These 
proposals atteaipt to explain the temperature dependence of the 
specific heat, ©agnetlo susceptibility, and electrical re­
sistivity, ai well as the tempersture dependence of the alphp 
phase lettie© parejaeters as reported by Sailer (11) . 
The oomplete experimental description of an allotroplc 
transforiaation process would include {a) a determination of 
the general features of the transforraation in terms of the 
resulting Biacrosoopic and microscopic changes in the material, 
(b) a qualitstlve and quantitative determination of the kin­
etics of the reaotion, and (c) a deterisination of the crystal-
logFaphlc orientation x'elationship between parent and product 
phase, fheoretical, meohanistio rooflels have been put forth 
which show proffiiise of perffilttlng the analytical deduction of 
such a description. However, in these iiiodels certain experl-
raental parameters sre required. In partloulsr the lattice 
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paraaeters of the phases Involved at tlie transforrnatlon tem­
peratures are needed for the calculstlon of the CTystello-
gi»aphlc features. The elastic constants of the phases, grain 
bouftdary energy paraiiaeters, and mobility parameters for the 
riiovtratnt of atoms aM/or iiaperfections in the lattices are 
also necessary for the calculation of the kinetic features. 
Before further discussion of transformation processes it 
is felt necessary to clarify the ambiguity in the terminology 
which has arisen in the literature in this field, ppst prac­
tice has been generally to classify allotropic transformations 
either as olaisical nucleation and growth transformstions or 
as msrtenaitic or dlffusionless transformations. The use of 
"martensitic*' or "diffugionless" when applied ss generic terms 
to solid state transformstions, however, hes been weakened by 
recent experimental developrsents. 
The term "martensitic" has arisen historically in group­
ing together phase changes in metals and alloys having features 
siffiilar to those for the austenite (face centered cubic) to 
martensite (body centered tetragonal) tranaformation in steel, 
fhis particular transformation hae been studied in great 
detail in various Iron alloys. Important features of this 
transfermetIon Include the following: 
(1) The transformetlon is athermal. That is it proceeds 
only when the temperature is changing, but ce^^ses 
when the teiiperature is held constant. Thus, be­
tween two critical temperatures, the temperature ?st 
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which, the treneforraatlon gte.rts (Mg) snd some lower 
teioperature at which the transformation is complete 
(Mf),. the pe-rcent trsBSformed Is observed to toe a 
function of the temperature only. Smell discreet 
voluffles within the parent phase transform In s. very 
gho.rt period of tii5i®. fhe velocity of propagation 
of tht new phase approftches the velocity of sound 
in the aetrlx material-
(2) The new phase appears eg discreet lenticular regions 
of liiiated size -«lthin the ptirent phase- These 
Isntlauler or dlsfc*shap@d regions a.ppepr as "needles" 
upon iBicrosoopio exaffllnation. The formption of 
these iisrteii0lte needles is believed to be accom­
plished by the eoopei'atlve movement of ® large 
number of stoos through distances less than an 
•s.toiilc spaolng. fhe martenslte regions .^^re left 
sheared with respect to the parent lattice by this 
process. Thl® shear and the volume change involved 
produces charaoterlstlc Bu.rfsc© relief effects. 
Furthera'iore, this process like other processes In 
solids Involving the rapid isovement of «to.ms in 
phase produoes sonic activity which can be detected. 
(3) There Is a definite orientation relationship be­
tween the product phs.se and the parent phase. 
(4) There Is a certain degree of reversibility in the 
orientation. The effect Is ps if there were a 
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strain "raeraory" in the trs.nsforraed met«l '^;hlch 
tB-VOTB the retrsnsfomation to the original orienta­
tion. In particular a needle of siartensite which 
has been foBaed on cooling retransforms on heating 
to austenlte of th,® original orientation. 
fhe term "diffuslonlese" when applied to thia and other 
alloy transforiaations having similar charaeterlBtics wss in~ 
tended to stress thst they x-iere too rspicl to Rllot-i any compo­
sition obaiige in the phases. Any oorapositlon adjustment would 
require diffusion, a slow process in ealicls. 
Classioal nuclea.tion and growth transformf?tlone in alloys 
do in¥olii'0 a composition change.. Furthermore, from the tem­
perature dependence of the rate of transformation sn ?ctlv»-. 
tion energy can be determined -which is found to be comparable 
to that for the diffusion of one of the alloying elements in 
the parent matrix. 
Th© ifaplication of a composition criterion in distlngulsh-
ing between diffuslonless or mBrtensitic and cIf^ssIcpI micle-
ation and growth reactions is obviously not very mesningful 
in the esse of phase changes in pure metels. 
Even in the case of alloys at least two oases appar­
ently strain the connotstions of the terras. The beinite re­
action in iron-carbon alloys has sonie ohsracteristics defi­
nitely aiffiilEr to those of the martensite reaction, but the 
rate is not rapid and indeed is apparently controlled by the 
diffusion of carbon in the product phage (IS). The tetragonal 
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to ortliorhorebic trsnsforiaetioii of a ursBium-0.3 wt. % chromlura 
alio J at room tsaiperature hag been shown by Ho Id en (13) to 
proceed Isotlieraially by the slcrf growth of raartenslte-llke 
needles ^dthout change in composition. 
The terminology accepted for the pui^ose of discussion 
of allofcropic transform?-'tlona in this thesis Is thot suggested 
by Inapp and Delilinger (14). Transforfflftlons will be dis­
tinguished on the basis of the nature of th© boundary between 
the two phases during nucleetion and growth. Incoherent nuclei 
are those separated froa the parent phese by a, large-angle 
grain boundary in such a way thet moveaient of the boundary 
entails the trsnsfer of ra&terial across a region of highly 
disorclsred aetal and tsiea place stomwlse. TransforsFtlons 
involving incoherent nuclei are expected to have ohsracter-
isticd similar to those of olagsical nuolestion and growth 
transforaiatloas. Coherent nuclei are those separated from 
the parent phase by a sffl@ll-s.ngle grain boundery in such a 
way that aaveiient of the boundary involves the co-operative 
laovsraent of a large number of etoms through less than inter-
s.tomlo distance. "Bie typical Biartensitic reactions evidently 
involve such nuclei as do the bainlte ©nd low temper^^ture 
uranium-chromium Pdloy tra,ngformstions. The non-fcinetlc 
isartensitlc charaoterlsties such a.s nuclei shape, definite 
orientation relationship., surface relief effects, and reversi­
bility can be deduced from strain energy Gonsideratlons for 
the formetion of coherent nuclei. The rate of Kro-:th of 
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eoherent nuoXei Is not restricted by this definition, and 
diffusion, availability of modes of stress relief, or crystal 
i.{ap©rfeotion of the parent lattice are permitted among pos­
sible rate controlling factors. Th© nature of a transforma­
tion then is designated by speoification of the type of nuclei 
and probable nature of the rate controlling factor for growth. 
Phase transforiaetlons in solids have received consider­
able attention in recent years, particularly the so-cslled 
diffusionless or martens!tic trensforiif-tlons. Authoritative 
reviews covering the vtry broad spectrura of this work .^re 
available (15, 16, 17), fhat theory believed pertinent to 
th© present investigation will b© discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 
Th® problem of nueleation in solids has been examined 
notably by furnbull {18), Cohen (19), and by others. Knapp 
Slid Behlinger (14) have recently iBed© certain proposals vdth 
respect to coherent nucleetion. Since the surface energy 
and strain energy barrier to the growth of nuclei of s very 
smell 0ize is prohibitive, some iuechanism of form-«'tion of 
nuclei of a certain critical size is required. Statistics! 
fluctuation® have been proposed as a solution to this dilemma. 
The alteroate suggestion Is the existence of sn "embryonic" 
or "preformed nucleus". These "preformed nuclei" consist of 
regions in the parent phese of atoroic arrangement approximat­
ing that of the product phas©» Opon sufficient cooling below 
(or heating above) the equilibrium temperature for the trans-
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fomation, th^se reglone become nuclei of the product pha^e 
of the orltical sis© and begin to grow. Inapp and Dehlinger 
propose that such preformed nuclei arise frosi suitpble combina­
tions of th© ciialocatlons which are always present in the 
parent phes©. This concept of these resdy-made critical-
size regions it apparently necessary to explain nucleption 
for transforaiRtions in solids a,t the smfsll extent of $uper-
oooling (or superheating) experimentally observed. For the 
investigation &% hand it is importent to note two proposals 
iiiafle by Enapp and Dehlinger. The first is thet at any given 
teajjerature below soae critical tesrpersture, corresponding 
to th© I3 tes^erature in steel, only a certain fraction of 
these ready#.mad® regions beo.ome activated for growth. As the 
teoperature is decreased, more of these preformed nuclei begin 
to grow, ill® second is that exteriiel pressure on the metal 
gffects the nufptoer of these regions activr.ted. 
ICaapp and Dehlinger have also considered the kinetics of 
processes involving the growth of plate-like or disk-shaped 
coherent nualei Cl4). They I'trit© the driving force for the 
formation of s nucleus as 
f » fg ^ •+• eg •+• Sg 1. 
where f0 is the eheisical free energy chenge involved which 
is calculc'ted from thermodynamic data and is therefore inde­
pendent of the size of the nucleus; ev is the total distor­
tion energy involved. I'h© distortion energy is made up of 
two terms. 'Jhe first is the strsln energy e^ arising from 
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the volume change and the requirement of coherence, ?.na the 
sscona is til© surfsc® energy, eg at the boundary between the 
two phases. As th® sl2,e of the rmolsus Increaees by growth 
of the diaii. In diiiieter., at a given temperature below the tem­
perature at which f0 = 0, the teria Is shown to be expected 
to deoreas# faster than eg increases so that ©v becomes less 
positive es the proeess continues. The value of fc is, ot 
course, fixed, toy the teiHperature ead must be neg^.tive for the 
trailsl'orsiation to ta,fe© place at all under these conditions, 
thus, the effeetive driving force increases gs this growth 
goes Oil. When this process is halted by intersection with 
soffie obstacle such as a grain boundary, the disk-like nucleus 
teaiis to gro-w by Increasing in thickness. This process is 
shown to increase the strain energy term e^ faster fchsn the 
surface energy terra eg decreases. Thus, the total diistortion 
energy e^ becomes inore positive until it is equal to the nega­
tive ehemioel terra. When this happens the driving force or 
change in free energy of the ayBterfl for further growth ie zero 
and tile process stops. 
For a given value of the driving: force the retc of move­
ment of the boundary between the phases depends on the mech-
anisin InTolvesd in thl© moveaient. If this moveraent involves, 
SB has been suggested, e plane of dislocations moving into 
the parent phase, then the rat© will be deteraiined by the 
velocity s.t ^hich the dlsloceticns can Hiove into the metrix 
under the influence of the given driving force. For the iron-
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o&rbori niarterisitlc reaction, Knapp and Dahlinger shew that 
this velocity approaches the speed of souri3. in the metal. 
Howe¥tF, it is not unreasonable to believe tha.t for coherent 
transforiaatlOtis in other metBls and alloy8 where the maxiffiuin 
driflrig force asy also be less, as it certainly must be in 
cases of traasforriRtion st only a few degrees froa the equili­
brium temperatui*®s, the rata of .moveiient of b. dislocstion 
boimdary may he much slower, fhis might "be especially ex­
pected when one oi' both of the structures involved -.re coui-
pl&K. On the basis, of these arguniente it is not unreasonable 
to expect that r&ther slow traasfonrmtiori is possible by a 
pro&BBS involving eohtrerit nuclei. 
The literature was reviewed to establish the status of 
the ezperi.ffleiitai description of the allotropio transformations 
in uraiiiurn and to deteriaine the availability of the paraaieters 
iwcessBry for the theoretieal ca.loulatloiiB. 
There has been apparently conflicting evidence as to 
whether the alpha-beta transformation in pur© uranium is of 
the general ia.a.rttneitlc or of the classical nucleation and 
growth type. Much of this conflict, hojever, eeeme to arise 
from the Ir-ek of precision in the ter-miaology. Little direct 
evidence Is available on the nature of the fceta-gaiiiina trans-
forms.tion. 
Both trsnsforfliations have bee.n successfully employed in 
the phase change rtiethod of single crystal growth (9, £0). 
Both transformation tempepf^-tureB can be, greatly depressed by 
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rapid qmmi'iln^; (21). Biese are features which i^erQ ts'.ken as 
©ore eoaaaoaly charaoteristie of classical nuclertion and, growth 
reaotioris. I'he time-tenderature-transformction curves for 
urawiuffi-aliromittffi alloys were studied by White (22). He found 
e high teifiperatura "C" curve which was estPbllRhed ss that 
for a diffusloa controlled process. A second lev teropcrpture 
*C* curve was also reported which was clP-sslfied rs th?t for 
a aartensitlc transformation, non-typical In its kinetic 
feetures. is the ehromiuDi content »es lowered the ter.p8r®ture 
at which this latter type of tran©formatlon heceme predominant 
was found to Increase. Bolden (13) established thpt the 
tr6.ftsl'02^mati0a of these alXoye et room teiapereture involved 
the Isotherffi&l growth of la&rteKalte-like needles and efstab-
XIshed an orientation relationship between the two phases. 
Butcher ejicI Rotje (£3) reported a nef^rly equlvelont h?>blt plane 
and orientation relationship for the low-ten^erature trans-
foririatioii of these loM-chromlum uranluai-chromlura .-alloys. 
Butcher ( 2 4 )  has explained the orientation of elphp p;rnlns of 
pure uranluiD resulting from the quench of a single beta crystal 
on the basis of this orientation relationship. 
Other GharacteristlGs of this pure uranium trB.nsforraation 
were ciiacussed by Butolier (34) including the randoKlzstion of 
the orientation of grains after theroial cycling through the 
transforation. He also presented indirect evidence for the 
progressive hardening of the alpha lettlcs following th-^rraal 
cycling. His conclusion vss thst the beta r.o alpha trsnsforma-
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tioii in pure uraniufi .must Involire racrten^-ltlc nucleptlon pnd 
growth- f-lo data relating to the kinetic features ana no direct 
deteraiiiiation of the orientation relPtioiiShlpB Involved*, in the 
allotroplc trcnsforastlons of pure uraniuEt bpve been reported. 
The elastio eoriatants for pure uraniu;n l-u-ire not been 
.reported uridoufcteSly due to the difficulty in preparing sult-
eble single crystals and the eociplexlty of the deteririi,nations 
for lo¥ gy.aaetry phases. Thus, theoretical csilctilstlona of 
the fciiietlG features siiiilar to those rawle by ¥nfipp ?:rnd 
Dehllacer (14) for iron-carbon ^illoys nre not presently pos-~ 
Bible. Purthei^inoTe, the lattice pere.moters of fis three ino­
tropic pheisee at the transfopfflstlcm temperatures -'jere not 
reports^, therefore precluding calculation of the crystallo-
graphic features, by tlieoples siisllar to tbft of Liehems-n, 
¥eohsler, and Read (25, 26). 
iTie lattice pB.rameters of the phs.ses at the transforra©tion 
temperatures are nov a-vailsfcle as the result of the present 
liivesti|j,atioo. In addition exporlaientsl ccta contrihutin(j to 
the description of the general fea'curea and Icinetlcs of the 
allotroplc treiisforiflstioiis in uranium will be presented. 
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M1TEEIAL3 
ftie materials In the course of the Investigations 
oonducte^. were two grades of high-purity ur&nium and orystsl-
tear zirooniuii. The aireonium was used to prepare uranlura-
airooniuiB alloys for the deterailnetion of the lattice para­
meters of gaama urenium. ^kmm Biscuit" uranium, containing 
about §00 ppm total in^jurity, wa® used in preparing the 
uranittia-zlraoniwin alloys- The uranium used for all other 
eixperliaents was high purity metal obtained from the General 
Sleotrio Co!%}®ny''s Hsuford Works. Their analysis for the 
impurities in this material is gi?en in Tahle 1. 
feble 1. Analytical results for iupurities in the high-
grade uranium ui©d in these investigations 
lH|>urity concentration 
Impurity (parts per million) 
c 35 
H 4 
A1 20 
Cr 2 
Fe 18 
Mg 5 
•|!n 10 
Hi 10 
Pb 5 
Si 22 
IS 
APPARATUS AND PlIOCEDUHSS 
leasttrement of the Eleotrictl Resistance and 
Sonic Activity of Bar Samples 
fhe &ffmt of thermal cycling uranium bsrs through the 
transforiuatIons on their reslstano© and alpha phase sonic 
ectlTlti" was studied ©mplojing the techniques described below-
A» alternating current potenlometrie method for the 
laeasuremeat of the eltotrioal resistance was used. The 
apparatus inaludlag furnace and automa.tlo recording and con­
trol instruments has been described in detail by Chiotti (27). 
In thia apparatu® the saiaple in the form of a bar is clamped 
between two w®ter*cooled copper electrodes and is heated by 
passing a $0-cycle alternating current through it. The 
reaistanoe is Bessured by balancing the potential developed 
across a central portion of the sample against a jjotential 
developed across the secondary of s current transformer. The 
primary of,the current transformer Is connected in series 
with the test bar. Consequently, the reading of the potentlo-
iseter is directly proportional to the resistance of the san^le. 
A continuous -record of the eleotrlesl resistance was obtained 
by means of an automatic recording potentiometer. 
The saoples used in this investlgetion were high-purity 
uranium bar® 5 Inches long of 3/16 inch square cross-section. 
Ihe bars were niounted between copper electrodes with one end 
rigidly attached to one electrode, fhe other end mode a 
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sliding contact ott the eecoad electrode- Electrical contact 
at the free end of the bar was supplemented through a flexible 
eopper cable and clas^. A Pt/Pt-I3,^h thermocouple was spot 
welded to the center of the bar. Two tantalum probes spaced 
about 5/8 Inch apart mr& spot welded to the bar at a position 
near its midpoint where th© teiperature was quite uniform. • 
A uhifom tei^^rature region between the probes was obtained 
by reducing the crois-sectlonal area of the bar between the 
probes and the electrodts. The txperiments were carried out 
at pressures of less than of Hg. 
Thermal cycling was acQomplished by manually s^fitching 
the power to the bars between predetermined levels. In this 
maimer the rate of cycling and the temperatur© range of the 
cycles wer© easily varied for various investigations. The 
te.uperature and resistance of the bsr was continuously recorded 
during the cycling. M Bristol high speed recording potentio­
meter was employed for the temperature record. 
Whsn sonic activity was also to be detected, the ber 
eajflples wer® reduced to 1 inch in length and provided with 
extension current leads medt fron 1/4 inch tantalum rod. Such 
leads, 2 inches long, were threaded into the ends of the 
uranluffi. aeaistivity probes and a theraocouple were spot 
welded to the ursnlum between the tantalum-ursxiium Junctions. 
This assembly was mounted in the resistance apparatus in the 
isaiae manner as were the 5 inch bers. A sample of this type 
is shown mounted in the apparatus in Figure 1. The tempers-
figure 1. UraniiiBi sample for resistanee ana sonic experiments shown 
ffiounted (center) in alternating-eurrent resistance apparatus 
Spot weWed, to the uranium are thermocouple wires (insulated 
with refrsctory beads) and tantalum wire resistance probes. 
Sonic pick-up cartridge is taped to the left copper electrode 
under Isase plate (out of sight) . 
18 
mm.-
i 
ture ilstribution across th® uranium was adjusted by shipping 
the taatalum leads until all of the metal between the probea 
was at & constarit tes|)eratupe to within about + 10®C. Since 
taiitalii® does not exhibit gonie activity, this errs.ngement 
restricted the sonic activity to that arising from a uranium 
®peelia®n of urilform temperature, fhe sopper electrodes to 
which the test bars were fastened, ©xt®nd through the base of 
the vacuum chamber. 
A pi ©so-elect rlc phonograph pickup cartridge ifas taped to 
oEe of th© eieetrodes at a point Just outside the vacuum 
ohaBtoer. The electrod© chosen was that to which the sample 
bar was rigidly attached. The signal from the cartridge was 
aa^^liflad with a high-gain audio amplifier modified with a 
60~cyole filter. The signal was msfl© sensible by a 6 inch 
speaker, fh® operation of this arrangement wb.s checked by 
aieohanieally stresiing a speclaien clsmped in the apparatus. 
Clear detection of the "clicks'' accoopenying the ni,eoh8.nical 
twinning of either zlreonlum or uranium at room temperature 
was possible, fhe sonic activity associeted with the msrten-
sitlc transformation in a b?r of hardenable tool steel was 
also detected. 
Dmrlng thermal cycling of the uranlutB bars, sonic activity 
was recorded by making a pencil mark on the tlme."tempereture 
curvei on the recorder chert whenever audible reports were 
heard, fhe final deta were gathered from^ the tine-tempters.ture 
and tiiiie-reslstance recoriier chart curves. The time-
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temperature curves gave time to + 0.02 minutes and tesperature 
to • 2^Qi changes la. teapereture of I'^C being readily observed-
Changes in realstanee were of primary Interest In these studies, 
fhe tim©»re®lstaace curves yielded reslstanc® values to + 0.05,€ 
of the total resistance at the transformation temperatures snd 
tlaie to t, 0.2 mXhutm-
Measurement of the lleetrlesl Resistance 
of ¥ir§ Samples 
fhe Isotherfflal trsnsformatlon of pure uranium wires was 
studied. fransforffi,atlon was detected by observing the change 
ill the re®lstall©.® of th© wires during th© formation of a new 
phase. i*h© wlrts wer© heated under vacuus in a small tantalum 
rtsietaaic© furnaoe- A constant, regulated direct current was 
p&MB&d through the iamples and th# eiaf drop between tejitalum 
reslstmce probei spot welded to the wires was measured. 
Since the current was iBalntainod constant, the change in emf 
Mas directly proportional to the chang© in rssistance-
The tube furnace, shown schefflfttically in Figure 2, wa.® 
aiouftted vertically on a heavy copper base piste which served 
as one current electrode- The heating element of the furnace 
1 was a cylinder of 0.0005 inch tantalum foil 5/8 inch in 
dleaieter and 4 inches in height. A second concentric cylinder 
D of 0-020 inch tantalum carried current from the bs.se plate 
to a tantaluBi header at the top of the heating element. The 
bottom of the heating element vbs spot welded to a second 
Figure 2, fantsdum resiatencse furnaot for wire coll samples 
Ko¥ar ttttal ring for reoeivlng sample asserably 
B. Cilass: tmnum bell 
0. fantaluis radiatlen ihi^elS 
e. fantalu® mrrmt Itad and radiation shield 
E. faritalttffl heating esleaent, S/8 ineh diameter, 
4 inoh0.8 high 
f. Ghrosael-Alumel therrooootaiple 
G-. M®.ter»0ooled eleetrode 
1* Inlft to eooling Jaoktt for base electrode 
1. eiai® insulator 
. Stupafcoff glass-to*metal seal 
£• Inl@t for Qooliag water for eleetrod© 0 
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water-eooled eleetrode G which vbm coaxial with the he©ting 
©IsiiBiit E. This ©leetirod© iwas ©lectricelly insulated from the 
base plate. 'Ih® ©Itotjpode had a 1/8 inch pip© running through 
its entire length whieh ©ontallied an insulated ohrorael-alumel 
theriiiocoupl©. Th® teraocoupl© F entered the pipe through a 
Stupamff seal J and ©zti^nded beyond th@ top of the electrode 
up to the oenter of the heating element. A cylindrical radi-
stioa shield C surroundtd the furna.o©. The furnace and rsjai-
atlon shield were enclosed bj a Tacuuia bell B. This bell was 
a glass tube with glass-to~K.ov«r metal seals at each end. The 
Eovar ring A of th© top glass-to^-metel seal received the sample 
asseffsbly. fhe vaeuuai chamber was evacuated, through a glass 
side arm not ahown In the diagrsm, to below 10**® am of Hg by 
a meroury diffuBlon pump. Power to the furnace was supplied 
through a step-down transformer whose input could be varied 
by both ooars# and fine autotranaforraer (powerstat) controls, 
^pproxia&tely 80 amperes -were required to bring the tempera­
ture in the furnaet to 800®G. 
fhe 0.02§ Inch uranlua wire used was eoM-awaged from 
3/16 Ineh bars with one intermediate vacuum annesl at 600'^C 
after reduction to 0.100 inch. The aamples studied were made 
of this wire In the form of non-Inductively wouwd coils 1/8 
inch in dlaoeter and 1/2 inch in length. To .these oolls wer« 
S|50t wsMed tantalum current and resistivity leads, 'ilie 
length of wire between the resistivity leads wes about 3 
inches. These leads were passed through a four hole "spaghetti•' 
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insulator and i» turn were spot welded to four of the element 
Itads o.» the octal base of a dismantled metal radio tube. 
Enough of the oetal case of the tub© was left in dismantling 
to make a soMer ©ormection to the top Ko'var ring, A. The 
sasiiile assembly is shawo in figure 3. This assembly was 
arranged so that when the tub© best was soldered to the Kovar 
ring, tlia uraiilua coll tves located at the center of the fur-
naa© -k-ith the terffiooouple junction at its center. Disks of 
tantaluB. foil located above as well as below the sample 
serfed as radiation shields • 
fhs current to the sample was provided by a constant 
direct ourrent supply. Controlled currents of approximately 
50, 100, 150, and 200 nilliasperes were available. The cur­
rent supplied was found to be constant within 0.01)? over the 
period of time involved in the isotherraal exporiraents. Such 
a variation is calculated to give an emf change ®oroSx«5 the 
samples used of 0.001 lallllvolts, which is below the variation 
dsteotable with even the sensitive recording potentiometer 
U3©d. 
The ©raf aeroas the sari^sles waa recorded with a Bristol 
high«ap@ed recording potentiometer. A chert speed of 2 inches 
per Eiinute and a full scale span of 3 milllvolta were employed, 
fhis arrangeiaent persiitted measurement of time to + 0.02 
slrmtes and changes in einf drop to ^  0.005 millivolts. For 
the samples used and the currents employed, 100 or 150 tnilli-
ataperes, an eaf change of ^  0.005 millivolts corresponds to a 
Figure (3. Sample asBembly for resigtance messurements 
on uraBlum wire coils consisting of: octal 
base of distnantled radio tube (top), current and 
resistance probe leads, radiation shields shown 
on 4-hole refractory Insulators (middle), 
and non-Inductively wound coil 1/8 inch in 
diameter and l/£ inch in height of 0.025 inch 
wire 
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ehaiigs In total resletaao© of about 0-05;^ at the transforrna-
tlori te®p©ri?tures. A chsrige of about 3.6 4.0^ In the total 
resistance of the samisles was found fco accompany the allo-
troplc transformations. 
feBjperature was ffieasured isiith the chromel-slumel thermo-
oouple mtntioned wslng an ice bath cold Junction and p. Rubicon 
student potentiometer. Absolute mepsurerfient of temperature 
is ©stimated to be within 2®C. Changes in teaiperpture could 
be detected to about 0.5^C. 
The isothermal trsnsfornetion experiments were performed 
as follows. I'he saraples wer® first held pt gome teiriperature 
50 to iOO®C from the approximste transformation teraper-ture. 
fhej «'@re then cooled or bested to some temperature in the 
trsuisforaation region. This predetermined temperature •.vss 
then Bieintalned constsnt while any resistance changes taking 
place feere continuously recorded. It vas found f;osgible to 
cool or heat and fix, the te^iperature in less than ® minute, 
the teiiiperature wag maintained constant to within at leret 
• 0,^Q during the isothermal trsnsforrftstlon studies. Tera-
peratui-e control was obtained by manually adjusting the fine 
power control to the furnace as necessary to keep the Rubicon 
potentioBieter balmced at a predetermined setting. Attention 
wes given to frequent stsndardizations of the potentiometer 
against its standard cell. 
Kinetic data at various teH5>eratures were obtained fi"©® 
the analysis of the time-resistance curves, ll'ie as8um|-:'tion 
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was mad© that the p<irc©nt metal traiisforiaed, at any given time 
was given toy the pejrcent resistance change 'based on the total 
resiatsiioe eaange gccoapanying the ooBrplete transforniation. 
fais assuaption will be explored further in the discussion of 
the resttlos of these experiments-
Hlgh-^TempejfEture X-ray Deterralnetlon 
of Lattice Parameters 
file lattice paraaeters of the three allotropic forius of 
uranliiia were deterraiiied as a function of tenaaerature• The 
apparatus uised was a Gelger-counter x-rsy aiffractometer 
adapted for high-*.tea|>erature inv-estigations. Discuosion of 
this iastrament and oonstruction fietails of the specimen 
holder, furnsot, and vacuum Gham'ber are given hy Ghlotti (28). 
The essential features of the earners can be seen in Figure 4. 
The x-ray beam enters and diffracted rays leave the 
vacuus chamber through a 0.0026 Inch aluminus foil window. 
Essential to the furaace is a bost-shaped toitalum recistance 
element which heats the specimen holder and saiaplc by radia­
tion. Appropriate power lead© end radiation shielding COJS-
plete the furnace assembly. Massive high-purity uraniuJE 
eaiaples 3/4 iaoh by 1/4 inch by 1/16 inch were employed. The 
aaiaples were i^upported on a tantalum specimen holder. 
A Pt/Pt-13/C Rh therriooouple was spot welded to the sur­
face of the sasi|)le Ijaaiediately after it had been cleaned by 
polishing with MgO or etahing -with dilute nitric acid. The 
Figure 4. lop view of Mgh-tempersture x-rey Qlffrsction camera 
showing vacuum oo^er (right), reetMigular sample with 
fhermosouple spot welded to its surface (center), furnace 
(surrouading sample) attaohed to water-cooled back piste 
•<Aich mounts in Norelco Gieger-counter dlffractometer 
(not shown) 
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aiffrsctomefitiT vacuum cover was Iriisecllately put In plP.ce eid 
the systea puii|5ed down. Keeping the time of exposure of the 
cleaned, esrapie to sit mo spheric gases to s, rniniraur;: ti'os considered 
advantageous relative to eurfaee contamination by oxide and/or 
nitride. 
1ih& determl.nation of lattice parameters above about 400'^G 
was oofflplloated "by ssurfaoe ecAtB,mln?;t.lon by UO2 f^nd UC. It 
— ^ 
was found necessary to make all runs at pressures below 10 
ffis of iig- Satisfactory alpha data '«'ere talien at pressures of 
2 X 10""®!!!® Of Jhicil were obtained in the system with little 
difficulty at these lower teaiperatures. The coaiblnptlon of 
surfaae contamaatioii and excessive orientation due to grain 
growth led to the use of'special procedures to obtain the 
desired irifomatioa in the beta and gemma regions. The Instal­
lation of an electronic high~vaouu0 pump, developed by Con­
solidated Vacuus Corporation, peraltted work in the 700®C to 
800®C region at pressures below S x 10"'^rm of Hf?. Oxide and 
oarbifie contamination wae still troublesome but not prohibi­
tive. In order to decrease orientstlon bM cont?rain??tion dif­
ficulties in .the gaiama region, urpnium-alroonium elloyf?, which 
forai & complete sariss of body eentered cubic soll<1 solutions 
above 800^0, were employed. These alloys i^/ere prepared by 
arc-meltlog techniques. The desired constants for pure 
uranium were obtained by extrapolation and were checked by two-
determinations ©sploying unalloyed uraniuia. 
Copper Kg. radiation was employed throughout the Investi­
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gation Slid the -value ^oc^ « 1.5405 A was used. Patterns were 
recorded at soaaialng speeds of 1/4 and 1 degree 29 per minute 
o-fer a rsBge from 20 to 150 degrees 26- The Nelson-Riley (29) 
graphical extrapolation had been shown by experience with a 
silicon standard and i-tflth thorium to be satisfactory for the 
deterniinatlon of refined lattice psrameters for oubic phases. 
In this work it was used to obtain refined values for UOg,, UC, 
aM the body centered cubic gamma uranium. The analytical 
treatrsent of the diffractometer data for the psrameters of 
the tetragonal beta sM orthorhombic alpha phases demanded 
special methods. 
Cohen's (30, 31) analytical treatieent of x-ray diffrac­
tion errors is applicable to tetragonal and orthorhombic 
lattices, but as originally developed the method applies 
only to reflections for which the Bragg sngle is greater than 
60 degrees. Th® back reflection peaks necessary for the 
extrapolation are sl!if)ly not recorded above about 400°C. 
The absence of iBeaaurable back reflection peaks is believed 
to be in a large part due to the attenuation of the intensity 
with increasing thermal vibration. This effect is expected 
to be iflost pronounced for high angle reflections. A inodiflca-
tlon of Cohen's treatment w©s therefore developed. 
The geometry of the high-teiBperature diffractoraeter and 
the experlraental samples used were considered. It was assumed 
that all systematic camera errors except the eccentricity 
error could be neglected. This error arises from the dis-
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-placemerit of the sa.0iple from the rotation axis of the camera-
The ©rror in the measured inter plansr epj^cing d reeulting 
from this digplaoement was derived to be given by the rela­
tionship 
A d D 00 8^ 8 rj 
TT ' - R -^uTs "• 
where D is the displaeemeiit from the rotation axis, H is the 
distance from the fooal spot of the x-ray tube target to the 
axis of rotation of the camera, and 6 is the Bragg angle. It 
follows froia the Bragg equation 
n A « 2d iin 0 3. 
that 
A d » K C—i_. - 1) 4. 
sin"^ e 
where E Is a eoostant for any gi'^en experimental sample dis­
placement. An equivalent expression derived by Wilson 
(32). impirically a plot of Ad versus (— 1) for 
"" sin8 e 
samples of oubic material® purposely displaced in the camera 
extropolEted to zero error-
The correction for sfsteajatio ca.isera errors to be made 
in the Gohen analytical extropoletion is a correction in 
2 iin 9 of the form 
A sin^ e « K 6 5. 
where K is s constant. Starting with the Bragg equetion, 
Equation 3, squaring both sides, taking logs of both sides, 
differentiating, and assuming 
¥.0 >ia?© 
- i/B P . ^ 6. 
sln^ © ^ 
Substituting for the right-hand sid® of this equation from 
Equation E, the desired expression is 
A sln^ © * 2 E cos^ 0 sin 8 7. 
where 2 D/R eorresponds to the eonstsiit K in Equation 5 and 
th© error term 6 correspond to cos^ e sin 8. 
Eefinements using this error term in the Gohen treatment 
of the x^re.y dsta. give values for the room temperature lattice 
parameters of alpha uranium- in good agreement with the values 
determined by other methods. The overall precision of deter-
miaatlotts of the alpha and beta constants at a given tempera­
ture was found to be 0.05% to 0.10/2. It is to be noted that 
in iiiost eases fewer than 20 reflections could be recorded and 
thst these reflections were at Bragg angles lees than about 
60 degrees. 
3S 
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Oesneral Features of the Transformations 
Surfaee relief and maorosooplg dietortions 
'k'heii metals or alloys undergo a change of crystsl struc­
ture by a process involving the formstion and growth of coher­
ent nuclei, oh&raoteristie surface relief effects pre coranonly 
observed. These effects are associat^jd with the shear of 
adjacent regions which if? nectssery to accommods'te the volume 
ohsngea involved if coherence Is to be raslntained. 
After the transforia>fition of uranium, surface effect.^ were 
observed, as is shown in Figure 5. The surface shown was ini­
tially pollahefl and etched- fhis sample wes a specimen used 
for the deterffiination of the lattice constants of beta uranium. 
It wes heated slowly to above ?00®C, held belo-v 770^0 for sev­
eral hours while x-ray patterns were recorded, end then cooled 
to rooia temperature in 20 minutes. Similar effects were 
observed on the surfaces of all samples heated into the beta, 
and gaiama. regions. However, siiBiler roughening was slso 
observed on the surface of samples thermally cycled between 
600*^0 and rooii temperature without ever undergoing trpnsforma-
tion. 3urfs.c@ roughening and even gross distortion of uranium 
samples cycled in the alpha region have been observed by many 
Investigators (6) and treated theoretically by others (33, 34). 
This effect precludes the use of surface relief effects 
Figure 5. Surface roughening on 5/4 Inch by 1/4 inch 
by l/l6 inch uranium sample after hentln^ to 
about 760% (oblique lighting) 
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observed at room terapersture in studying uhe na.ture of the 
allotfoplc trarisfoFttistions. 
Theraml cicling of the high purity uFj^nlura fcs.rs in the 
resistivity apparatus through the trensforaiptlons resulted 
la the gross macroscopic distortion and warping fleraonstrsted 
in Flgui'e 6. An extreme case, indloetlng the magnitude of 
the .^distortions involved, wb,® the observation of the "growth" 
of a small, eleetrolyticslly deixjsited, uranium bicrystol by 
approximately 100/2 la the long direction during an accidental, 
rapid beta-slpha.-beta-6lpha eycle- This orystol was mounted 
on a tantsluia wire in an evacuated silica capsule. 
'fhese isaorosoopic distortions were not studied quantita­
tively in any detail, but are reported as one of the features 
of the trsnsfor mat ions. They were considered .in the execution 
and iflterfiretatlon of the other experiments performed,. 
Preferred, orientetion effects .and reversibility 
fhe reslstaaee of each 0.025 inch uranium wire esmple 
over the temperature range from 600^0 to 800°C during as many 
as 20 varied heating ©nd cooling programs was found to be 
reproducible (with the exception mentioned below) to + 0.5^t 
at any given tempersture excluding the trensformatlon reglonn. 
This stateiaent holds for heating end cooling retes from 2-3°C 
per minute to a maxiiouffi of about 100°C per cinute. The re­
sistance changes observed on transformation were 3.5 I'l^ 
and 4.0 t. fbr the alpha-beta, and beta-gamma, transformations 
Figure 6. Distortion of uraBlum resistanee bsrs due to thsnaal 
cycling through the trajasformstions 
A. Original bar metal not eycled (& inches long and 
3/16 inch square cross-section) 
B. Cycled bar, necfed-<3.own sections ^^ere machined prior 
to cycling to gi^e uniform temperature region in 
center of the her 
C. Cycled bar showing warping 
D. Cycled sonic and reslatanoe sample (1 inch long) 
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respectively. 
Howe¥®r,. in the case ef the uranium bar saniples the re~ 
iistanoe at any given temperatiure was not found to be as 
reproducible, presumably due to the aiecroBOopic distortions 
described, in the previous section. In this case the magni­
tude of the distortion compsrefi to the resistance probe spec-
ingj, 5/6 inch,., was not negligible. However, the percentage 
reslstarioe changes acooffipanylng the alpha-beta, and beta~gfimm© 
tran@forme,tion® during continuous cyollng of s bsr at 1/4 
cycle per {alnute between 575®C snd 925°C were observed to fall 
within the rsiige established for the wire specimens, 3.5 + 1'' 
end 4.0 + 1)S, respectively. That is, the dimensional changes 
nhioh acoompany thermal cycling do not grossly affect the per­
cent change in resistance which results when the metal trans­
forms . When other heating programs were employed, anomalous 
reslitence changes were ob.gerved in the alpha-beta transforma­
tion, but not in the beta-gaoma transformation. 
When the cycling of the bar was interrupted to allow th<= 
metal to remain for times as short as 9 minutes in the gamma 
and beta regions or interrupted for this length of time in the 
beta region alone, the percent change in resistance accofflpany-
Ing the subsequent beta to alpha transformation was either 
abnoriaally low, AH « 0-&$ to 0,^, or high, AH « B% to 9%. 
Besuiaptlon of continijuaus cycling at the previous rate progres­
sively restored the size of the resistance break toward the 
normal on each 575®C - 925®C - SES'-'C cycle. Oomijlete return 
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to th© mrmml 3»§ + 1% change required two to three such 
eyelet through both traftsformations. During all of this 
treatment the ©Iz® of the heta-gsjaaa breaks remained 4.0^ 
with oalj the usual 1% scatter. The date presented in Figure 
? for th© raiistane# of a ber saiBple as a function of tempera­
ture shows the efftcst of s. 30 minute anneel In the beta region. 
It oaii b# Bern that in this case not only was the percentage 
resistance ohangi abnormally low for the beta-alpha, trans­
formation, but the tes^erature of the transforraetion, if 
dfteralfted by the beginning of the resistance break., was 
raised about 2i°C. 
Sueh abnomally low an<3. high resistance changes through 
th® alphs-beta transforaatlon after beta annejsllng were not 
observed in eases where the gamples consisted of the coiled 
uraniuffl wire. It la to be noted thsit in these cases there 
was 3 inches of wire between the resistance probes as ooiapared 
to 5/8 Inch in the ease of the bars. Figure 0 ohowa, however, 
that on the initial heating of these wire samples an abnor­
mally low alpha to bets, resistance change was observed. One 
or two subsequent beta-alpha-bets, cycles estsbllshed the 
norsal 3'6 + l^C change which was iMlntsined throughout further 
thermal treatment as stated above. 
It Is propoied that these effects srise from the estab­
lishment of preferred crystallographic orienta,tion in the 
metal. 
Evidence for rapid beta, grain growth hes been noted in 
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the course of the high-temperatur© x~ra,y diffractometer studies 
on the lattice parametervg of the beta phase. Some of the 
refl©0tioas recorded when first heetlng a fine-grained, 
raridoffily-orlfEted sa^l© into th@ beta region were observed 
to disappear In only a few minutes while a few others became 
stronger. These observations can be explained on the beels 
of graltt growth ®M orientation effects. The preferred ori­
entation in the bar samples undoubtedly ©.rose due to rspld 
beta, grain growth. Since the probe spacing ws.s relatively 
small compared to the orogs-seotlonal area of the bf=r, a few 
large grains would effectively produce a high degree of pre­
ferred orientation. 
fhe wire samples used would be expected Initlslly to have 
a fairly high degree of preferred orientation since they were 
prepared by swaging, fhe orlents.tlon was evidently randomized 
by theraial cycling. Subsequent orientation effects due to 
beta, grain growth were minimized by the small diameter and 
the relatively long length of wire between the resistivity 
probes. In this case it would be expected thrt in the absence 
of any large temperature gradients, approximately equiaxed 
grains would be formed as e result of recrystalllzatlon and 
grain growth. Hence, one would expect that there would slwsys 
be a large nuiober of grains between the resistivity probes 
and that the effective orientation of all of these grains 
would remain nearly random. 
Frofsi fucker's analysis of the bonding in the alpha 
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structure (2) one expects a large anlsotropy of electrical 
conduction. Thus, oriented beta irery probably transforms to 
gl?e alpha, orientations of effective revglstenoe much above 
or beloiv the random value. This li!|3lies that the alnhe ori­
entations arising from a given beta orientation are restricted 
to certain definite relations. This is to be expected on the 
basis of strain energy considerations if the transforroption 
involves coherent nucleation ejnd growth. It should also be 
noted that the experimental results indicate no pronounced 
anlsotropy In the electrical resistivity of the beta phase* 
fhe resistivity of the cubic gsmms phase would, of course, be 
expected to be isotropic. Therefore, transformation of ori­
ented beta to garama could not be expected to give rise to 
very unusual resistance effects. 
Due to the reversibility characteristic of a coherent 
transformation, a highly oriented specimen is expected to 
retain its preferred orientation to a large extent even on 
cycling iuany times through the transformation. This is indeed 
the case for the zirconium allotropic trf.nsforinatlon {35). 
The observations reported here for uranium indicate that 
preferred orientation is randomized by cycling, but only 
progressively over two to three cycles through both tr'-^ns-
forffistions. This partial retention of the orientation indi­
cates some degree of reversibility asgoclated with both trans­
formations- Buoh persistence of orlentetlon would be much 
more difficult to account for if the trensformatlons involved 
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liicolisrent iiuoleatlofi and growth. 
Butelier (24) points out that if the ali:]ia-bete. trens-
foFiaatioii does iiwol've coherent nuoleation and growth, ran-
fiomizatiofi In a, few cycles Is still to be expected due to the 
polygonizatlon and thermal twinning known to occur during the 
alpha part of the cycle sM to rapid grsin growth in the beta 
part of the cycle. The beta grain groi,<;th aestroys the strain 
••ffieiaory" in the lae.terial Into which the grain hps grown. 
Polygonization snd twinning; obviously frflgment the j?tnicture. 
In coaoluslon It can be said thst anomalous resista-nce 
changes have be®n observed accompanying the slphe-bete pllo-
tropic transformation In uranium. When the known structural 
Slid Bietallurglcal properties of the three phases are con­
sidered, these gjioBialies indlcete e. certain degree of reversi­
bility in the orientation of a given grain on cycling through 
both transformations. Such reversibility Is typlcsl of so 
called msrtensltlc transformstlona. 
Aloha phase lattice hRrdtalng. on cycling 
Processes in solids Involving the very rapid cooperative 
isoveiaeiit of atoms in phasBj such as occur in typical m.9rten-
eltic transformations siid deformation by twinning, produce 
sound, fhls sound may be detected and amplified by electronic 
methods as described in the section on apparatus and pro­
cedures . 
On rapid cooling of uranium at rates up to 500°C per 
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minute no reproduoiole sonic activity has been detected asso-
cisted with the allotropla trRnsformatlons. This does not ex« 
oludcj the possibility that such activity might be observed 
with a, more sensitive apperatus and more rapid rates of cool­
ing. Results reported below on the kinetics of the trans-
forinetions do Imply that no sonic ©ctlvity Is to be expected 
£t leest at the cooling rates Investlgsted. 
Sonic activity was observed on cooling urFsnlura bars In 
the alpha region. Jkt cooling rates as low ps 50^0 per minute 
sharp metallic '•clloks" were hep.rd. The first "cllckB" were 
the loudest. If a. bar had not been previously cycled through 
the trensformatlons, the first activity on cooling from 660°C 
was detected at 400 + 10®G. Activity per unit time increased 
at lower temperatures. No activity In this same temperature 
region was observed for these bars on heating at any rstes 
available (about SOO^C per minute). Little or no activity 
¥ES detected In these experlinents when the uranium was replaced 
toy slmllsr saaiples of zirconium snd of tantalum. 
Cahn (8) hee also reported sonic activity In the alpha 
phase. He further demonstrated metsllographicslly that twin­
ning is superceded by slip, kinking, and polygonlzatlon as a 
mode of deformation in uranium above about 400®G. These alpha 
phase "elicits are undoubtedly aseoclated with thermal tt^jrln-. 
nlng, 1.,©., twinning to relieve local Intergrsnulsr stresses 
arising from the random orientation of grains and the anlso-
tropy of thermel expansion. On reheating, the residual 
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elastic str©s0®s present ia the ia©tel after cooling must be 
re?ers©d before Intergrfiiiular stresses of opposite sign can 
build up again. For this reason* In th® 400°C range above 
room te.Hjpers.tttre in whieh twinning is the predominant mode of 
deformation, the critical intergranular stress for twinninp-
is appsj'ently neter reached. 
Cycling of uranium bars b©tw®en 300®G a,nd ?00°C fairly 
rapidly, 3/4 cyelt per mirmte, ralseft th® tei^erf-ture at 
which tlieraial twirming was first detected by the sonic "clicks". 
Figure 9 shows tlsl® ©fftct grsphloally. This tendersture; 
couM be lncr®aj©S progreselirely from 400 10®C to as high 
•m 600®C in only ten smh cycles. Cycling through both trans-
foriaatlons at about on© cycle per mlnut® was even more effec­
tive in raising th© "thermal twinning terspersture". Twinning 
at temperatures as high as 550 +; 20^0 -was detected during an 
extended eyollng program involving 100 cycles. 
Pe-rtlal or total recovery of the thermal twinning tero-
peratur® to 410 ^  10®C after cycling vm Rccomplished by long 
gaawaa annealing aiid slow cooling. Slow cycling in the alpha 
rtglon was also found to b© effective, but not as much so as 
the gemraa anntal. 
fh® rise in the thermal twinning teiEperature wast not the 
only effect observed during rapid cycling through the trsns-
forsatlons. If the rate of cycling of either wl« or bar 
samples wai increaeed to a value greater than about 1/2 cycle 
per fiilnute, the ressistanoe of th© newly-forised alpha was found 
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to be 1.7^ to -3.5^^' higher than normal. ITie resistance of the 
other' phases on formation varied only within the + 0.5;^ limits 
fstablished for the lower cycling r.'^stes. It is to be noted 
that this was much more rapid cycling than thst involved in 
the studies of preferred orientation end reversibility re­
ported in the previous section. Interruption of the cycling 
at 600®C Just after the formation of alpha was followed by a 
decrease in resistance toward the normal value. 
B'urtheriiore, durlrip series of alx such rapid cycleg of 
a bar ssiaple through both trsnsformatlons the te,raperatureB of 
the thermal arrests on cooling at 150°C per minute were pro­
gressively lowered. On the sixth cycle the lowering, wss 6°C 
for the gattinift to beta trans forme tion and 8°C for the beta to 
alpha transformation. 
These effects, the variation of the thermal tti?lnning tem­
perature, the increase in the resistance of the newly-formed 
alpha phase, and the lowering in the temperature st %8hich the 
transformations begari, which were observed on prolonged rapid 
cycling ere aliaost certainly due to lattice hardening. The 
effects of orientation can be excluded since the cycling 
program anployed in this phsse of the investigation would be 
expected to lead to rsndomisation of the crystallites in the 
metal. It should also be reerBph?=siz;ed thst under these con­
ditions randoBilEstloG does not preclude coherent nucle?^tlon 
and growth even though such a process would tend to preserve 
any preferred orientation present, as has already been pointed 
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out. 
In general the inoreas© In hardness of oietals at any given 
temperature Is related to an Inerease in the aoncentrn.tlon of 
erystal imperfections in their Issttices. Any process which 
increases the imperfection of the lattice, such m cold work­
ing, also increases its hardness and. makes deformation by Blip 
iiKsre difficult. Ihenwer the number of slip modes la limited 
or the degree of iniperfeotion In the lattice Is Iprge, deforma­
tion by twinning raay hecorae an important aiode for stress re­
lief. This is particularly true for anisotropic metals such 
as urs.nium. The particular mocies of deformation which ?^re 
active, slip or twinning, will, of course, also depend on the 
tefflperature. 
The observation of a progressive rise in the thermal 
twinning temperature inflicptes a definite progressive h©r(3.en-
ing of the alpha ursnium lattice upon eyeling through the 
trfinsforiaatlon. Butcher (24) examined uranium laetsllograph-
ioally at room teraperatur© after successive alphR-bets-alpha 
cycles and reported the presence of more t>?inninp after e^ch 
cycle. He reported this as evidence for Isttice hard.ening. 
12iis hardening is presumably due to deformation arising from 
the transforiaetion distortions. 
It is quite clesr, as Butcher (24) pointed out, that 
progressive hardening on cycling through the transforrestlons 
and in fact any high level of strain in the product phases 
after complete tr.'msforiisation can hardly be explained if the 
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transforBietlon tafces place by Incoherent nucleatlon and growth. 
In thet event the product phases %?ouia essentially be formed 
as free of Imperfeetlon as If they had been completely recrys-
talllzed. However, the transfer of crystel imoerfections from 
one lattice to another on cycling: through trans form p. tioris 
could conoeivably be accomplished If the tranaformations tsice 
place by the cooperative movement of a large number of atomg, 
X'S.'t coherent grovith process. Thus, Iraperfections gen­
erated In the filpha phsse during an Initial beta to slv.sha 
tran8formation In urBXiiuai could be retained In the metsl 
throughout a cofflplete cycle through both traneforniptions. 
Shey would be added to on the next cycle and so on, presumably 
until some critical concentration wer© built up. If cycling 
were InterrupteiJi same of the imperfections would be removed 
by annsaling processes. 
fhe fact that the resistance of the newly-formed P.lwhs 
phase is affected more than the beta resistance indicates the 
greatest share of the deformation Involved is taJien by the 
softer alpha phase. Annealing snd recrystallizs.tlon in the 
gamma phas@ i® expected to be verj rapid and may obacure eny 
effect on the resistance due to deforraetion at the rr^tes of 
cycling investigated. 
The lo^tfering of the thermal erregts on successive cycles 
tvldently means that the presence of m sbnornial concentra­
tion of liBperfectlons In some way hinders the nuelestlon and/ 
or grox'ith of the product ph-^ses. Since the growth of coherent 
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nuclei is believed to involve the iBOvement of e dislocation 
boundsry into the parent phase (14), the effect may be rery 
similar to th@ h-ardening of metals toy eold working. The dis­
locations already present la the parent matrix could be ex­
pected to hinder the r^jvement of the dislocation boundary which 
is generating the new phase. An alternate possibility, sup­
ported by the observed 25®0 rise in transformation tempera­
ture after a, 30 minute beta anneal, is that the lowering is 
related to the randomization of orientation on cycling. In 
this case the effect on the transformation ten^ereture of 
intergranular stress due to anisotropy of thermal expansion 
should be exasined. The effect of external pressure on 
.Biartensitic transforisatlon temperatures hss been given con­
siderable attention (36, 3?). 
l8QtherEal*ath@rmal features 
E,i|jloying wire samples, in which orientation effects were 
at a mininiuiB, the Isothermal resistsBce changes in the trshs-
formation temperature regions were studied. San$)les were 
held at some teaperBtur© 50®e to 100®C from the transforma­
tion region, cooled or heated rapidly to aome predetermined 
temperature in this region and then held at this latter tem­
perature . 
For both trsmsforiaatlone on heating (or cooling) a tem­
perature was observed below which (or ebove which) no trans­
formation tool; place isothermally In a repsonable period of 
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time, about 1 liour* Above Cor b@low) this ten^erature an 
isothermal change in resistance was observed-
Typical resistsaoe-tiffis curves for both transformations 
on heating are shown in Figure 10. These isothermal curves 
on heating exhibited an initial rapid decrease in resistance 
and then slower decreases to an apparent end of transforma­
tion. Upon further heating to s slightly higher temperature, 
however, the resistanct drop began again, continued isotherm-
ally, and again stopped. The resistance continued to decrease 
in this manner upon step*-¥is0 heating over s 15°C to 25°C 
temperature range. It is to b© noted that on the isothermal 
segments of the eurvei the resistance change was uneven or 
step-wis© in nature. These features were also observed for 
the alpha to beta transformation of ber samples on the initial 
heating, in which case complications of large beta grain size 
did not Interfere. The disappearance of an alpha x-ray reflec­
tion in the transformation teirqjersture region also showed 
these general characteristics. 
It should be stated at this point thst these observa­
tions are not believed due to thermal gradients across the 
samples, fhe temperature distribution over an entire uranium 
eoil was shown by experimental checks to be constant to within 
at least 5®C. The range of temperature over which isothermal 
resistance change was observed was of the order of 15°C to 
85*^0. Furthermore, this range of tempersture wss reproducible 
to within a few degrees for both wire samples a,nd bsr samples. 
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CoftsideriiRg th® wMt differences in construction of the two 
piecfs of apparatus lised for the measurements on these two 
types of saH|3les,, such agr©®ffl©nt due to siiBilar thermal gradi­
ents must be considered quite iBijTOtoatole• 
Typical isothermal curtts for both transformations on 
ooollng are shown in Figure 11. The resistance-time curves 
for isotherael traneformatlon oh cooling were complicated by 
an Initifil rapid rise in resistance, fhls initial rise was 
followed by some fluctuation prior to a general decrease. 
The isothermal resistmce change then continued to an apparent 
and of transformation, with th@ expected rise in resistance. 
At the start of the regular portion of the curve only 10»30'l 
of the total resletanc© rise had taken place. Upon further 
cooling after all isotheriaal resistance change had apparently 
stopped, the resistance again began to rise. This rise con­
tinued isotheraially at some loiter tefiq>erature and again 
stopped. This train of events followed on stepwise cooling 
over about a 1,S®G range • 
fhe reason tQf the initial Irregular portion of the curves 
is not known. In part it may be due to recalescence not 
detected by the theriiaocouple in the ceiiter of the coil ©nd, 
therefore, not coapensated by an approprlrte power adjust­
ment. Strain effects and orientation of the new phase rela­
tive to the current path might also play a part. One pos­
sibility is that the new phase initially forms as thin lenticu­
lar plates soiae of which are perpendicular to the direction of 
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Figure 11. Sketches of the features of resistance-time chart curves for 
uranium wire samples in the gamma to beta (top) and beta to 
alpha (bottom) transformation regions on cooling 
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current flow la -the wire. In that oase the ohsnge In reela-
tanot woiiM b« gi»«ater than that @3£p®0t©d for a given volume 
peroent transforia^d» Subsequent distortion of these plstelets 
might possibly aeoount for the la-,t©r drop in resistance. 
fhe resistsjcie® ehange at the apparent end of transforma­
tion for a gl?ea Isothtrmal run «8s converted to percent trsne-
foriiad tof the relation 
T » X 100 8. 
when Rt; total change in resistano® measures for the 
0oiaplete transforaation over the 15 to 20®C range, Ra 1® 
resistaiio® change at the apparent end of isothermal trans­
foraation, and f is tak©n to he the voluae percent of product 
forra@t. 
The®© data as a function of isothermsl transformation tem­
perature for the alpha to beta aiid bete to gamra® trsneforma-
tions on heating are presented in Figur© 12 and Figure 13. 
In these figures the open symbol® refer to the percent trens-
formed st the spparent end of tran.sformation on first heating 
to the holding teiqserature indicated. Solid symbols refer to 
percent transforiaed at apparent ©nd of trangformation at one 
of the subsequent temperatures in the step-wise heating proc­
ess descrihtd. Similar data for cooling are shown in Figure 
14 aiid Figure 15. 
k noaenclatur# for th© critical ten^eratures (indicated 
on the figure! by bo;K#8 containing crosses) similar to that 
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used for the mertenslte trsnsformatlon in Iron-csrbon elloys 
vm sfiopted- The nomenclature Is to be interpreted to mesn 
thst the ^  s teraperature on hesting, for instance, is the tem« 
peratwre at %"liich beta starts to form, i-je-, below which no 
Isothermal transformation of alphs to beta uranium wsq ob­
served; is the temperature above '«hlch isothermpl trpns-
foraation to beta uranium «@nt to 100^' corapletion. On hep.ting 
the ft g tefiiperBture was determined to be 666 + 2°C and the yj f 
temperature was 690 +. 10°C for the alpha to beta transforma­
tion. For the beta to gaffisia treiisformation the corresponding 
teiaperatures were g » 776 ±_ 3°C and JT f « 786 + 4°C. 
On cooling the temperature was found to be 772 + 5°C 
and the /3 f teniperature 761 ^  for the gamma to beta trsns-
formstion. For the bets to alpha transformstion the values 
were ct g » 653 5*^0, and « f » 645 + 5"C • 
After the apparent end of Isotherai©,! transformation on 
heating or cooling for both transformRtions, the resistance 
change could be caused to reverse by hesting or cooling the 
sample, as the case required. The reversal, however, involved 
a hysteresis of about 8°C for both transformations. 
Analysis of these data give the equilibrium temperatures 
for the allotropic transformations in uranium to be 66S + 3°C 
for the alpha-beta transformation and 774 + 4^0 for the bets-
gamma trsiisformatloh. 
The critical teiaperetures determined for the allotropic 
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trs-Bsformations in uranium are aumm.?ri^ed In Table 2 .  
The temperatures for the sllotroplo transform-otlons of 
uraiiiuffi reported by six different Investigetore have been 
summarlzea by Duwez (21). The ternperatures reviewed for the 
Teble 2. Critical temperatures for the aliotropic 
transforfnations in uranlu® 
felpha*beta Bets-Ksmmp 
Equilibrium teiapersture; Equilibrium temperature: 
662 + 3OG 774 + 40c 
CoollnK 
a S - 658 t. 5^C g « 772 t. 50C 
a !> a 645 t 5®C /? |« a 761 + 3OC 
/9 g a: 666 iL 2®G / g a 776 t. 3'^C 
/9 £ a 690 £. 10®G f a 786 ±. 30c 
alpha-beta, trsnsformetion ranged from 64 5 to 6?5''^C; the .aver­
age of these values is 662*^C. The temperetures for the beta-
gamisia transforrna.tiori ranged from 764 to 780°C; tbelr average 
Is ??2^C. Tiiese everag© values ©re in agreenient with those 
reported by Moore end Kelley {38) and agree within the experi­
mental limits with the values for the equllibriuffi temper futures 
determined in this investigation. 
The observations reported in this section can be sum­
marized. siaiply. The alio tropic CrRnsforjnHtlons In hlp:h 
6G 
purity urawiuJB proceed isothermally, but the liinlting percent 
transformed Isothermally is a function of teraperrture over a 
<3.efinlte tempereture renge. This was also the case reported 
toy White (£E) for the low-temperature beta to alpha trans­
formation of low-'ChroffiiurR uraniuEi-chroElara elloye. 
The percent transformed is observed to be b function of 
temperature in typicsl mftrtensitic tronsformrtions ?;lso. The 
distinguishing feature In the cese of the uranium tr«nBforms-
tiofiB is the fslower approach to the limiting amount trf^nsformed 
at any given teKiperature. The results of the experimental 
examination of this distinguishing feature are reported in the 
following section. 
Kinetic Features of the Transformetione 
From the analysis of isothermal resistance-time curves 
for 0.025 inch diameter uranium wire samples, certaixi char­
acteristics of kinetics of the allotropic transformations 
have been deduced. 
The d e t s  frora the time-resistance recorder charts were 
tabulsrlzed and converted to percent transformed versus time 
data, for thie purpose the relationship 
was used where AR-|; was the raessured change in resistance 
froa the beginning of tranaformstion to tiaie t, A% was the 
total change in resistance accompanying the complete trans­
6? 
formation. Including th© changes on subsequent atep-wlse and 
slow heating to completion, and T i-iea taken P.M the volume 
percent of product formed Isothermally in time _t. Allov^ences 
were iaad© for transformation on heating or cooling before the 
teiiiperature was leveled off to a constant v©lue. 
for conciseness these data were graphicrlly summr-rized 
on percent transformed vez^sus log time plots, 'lliese plots 
Mere of a general sigmoid shape. Representative plots of 
this type for heating and cooling ere shown in Figures 16 and 
1?. 'Ihe step-wise chenge in isotheriuel resistance sa s func­
tion of time is reflected by the experimental points on these 
curves and '.vas partlculsrly pronounced for the beta to alpha 
transformation. It should be noted that the isotherm®! 
resistance-"change steps were as much ss ten times what could 
be accounted for due to the "dead spot" sensitivity of the 
recording potentiometer. 
A straight line plot of the percent transformed versus 
time data was then sought. S«ch data might be t^xpeoted to 
give straight line plots if the proper choice of ordinate and 
abscissa is msde. Ihe choice would be quite clear if the 
function were known which correctly describes the kinetics 
iavolved in the reaction. Straight line plots for various 
typical solid state trsrisformetions ere known but, excluding 
the esse of classical growth of incoherent nuclei, sre 
largely ©mplrlcal (22). The empirical, plots have the advan­
tage of clarity in summarizing experln.entEl dete,. i^'urther-
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Figure 16. Percent transformed versus log time for the isothermal transforma­
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Figure 17. Percent transformed versus log time for the Isothermal transforma­
tion of gamma to beta uranium at the teB5)eratures indicated 
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mor-©, these plots tend to classify transformations having 
certain features In coiaiBon even if these features are not yet 
txprtssible analytically. 
It stems apparent that any function desoritoing the 
kinetica of the isothermal transformations in uranium as 
represented by the data presented would be rether complicated 
in order to account for the step-wis© changes in isothermal 
resistance, i«jg', th© burst® of transformation activity. Of 
the plots a.tt©n5)ted th® empirical plot shown in Figures 18, 
19, 20, and £1 moat concisely sumaarizes the data. This type 
of plot was developed by Austin and Bickett (39) for repre­
sentation of kinetic data for the bslnite trsnsformgtion in 
iron-carbon alloys and was used for the same purpose by 
White {22) for the low-temperature beta to alpha data for 
uranium-ohromiuffi alloys. The ordinate of these plots is on 
a probability scale; the abscissa is log time. As can be 
seen from these plots the data for the initial part of the 
transformation are fairly veil represented by a straight 
line, fhe departure from this line generally indicates a 
marked reduction in rate of transformation culminating in 
the apparent end of transformation. 
If the data were analyzed for the rste of transformation 
as a function of time, the burst-like activity was ncre 
dramatically emphasized. A plot of this type is shown in 
Figure 22. The ordinate for each point was obtained by 
dividing the percent transformed during the time interval 
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19. Kinetic data for Isothermal transformation of bet^ to gamma 
uranium at the teiqjeratures indicated, percent gaama formed 
on a probability scale versus time on a log scale 
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Figure 20. Kinetic data for isothermal transformation of gamma to beta 
uranium at the ten^jeratures indicated, percent beta formed 
on a probability scale versus time on a log scale 
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Figure £1. Kinetic data for isothermal transformation of beta to alpha 
uranium at the temperatures indicated, percent alpha formed 
on a probability scale versus time on a log scale 
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Figure 22. Rate of Isothermal transformation as a function 
of time for the beta to gamma uranium trans­
formation at 779°C 
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Indicsted by the horlzontel bsrs on eech point of the plot 
by that time interval, fhe abscissa of the plot is the time 
elapsed fluring isothemsl transformation. The limits of 
experisnental error oouM possibly permit apparent vprietions 
in rate of ES Huach as 4,'!, but effects larger than this must 
be considered real- The final decrease in rste to the low 
level at which the trensformation apparently completes itself 
correaponas to the point st which the data begin to deviate 
from the straight line probability versus log time plots-
The maxima for curves of the type shown in Figure 22 increase 
rapidly when the degree of supercooling or superheating is 
Inoressed. The Incresse being a factor of 10 for s 3°G in­
crease in superheat for the beta to gamma transformation. 
These plots also suggest that if sufficient time v,'ere allowed 
to elapse isothermal transformation might possibly have been 
observed to continue very slowly beyond the aposrent end of 
treBSformation. The experlmentel apparatus employed, however, 
was not well suited for verification of this point. 
In summarizing the kinetic features of the transformation 
in uranium it can be said that the overall isothermal reections 
are relatively slow. They involve initial bursts of trans-
fonaatlon activity follo^ied by very slow approach to an appar­
ent end of traBsforiastlon. The percent-transformed-versus-
i@otheriaal-tlme df-ta for the initial activity can be fairly 
well represented by straight line plots of 8 tyoe previously 
reported (39, 22) for transformetlons involving the slow 
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growth of coherent nuclei. The maximum initial rpte of trans­
formation wes observed to increase rapidly with incressing 
degree of supercooling or superheating within the range of 
temperatures which could be profitably studied. Pofssible 
Interpretations of these features will be suggested below. 
I'he straight line plots of the kinetic dat?? sugj^est that 
the allotroplc transformations in uranium Involve the slow 
growth of ooherent nuclei. As was pointed out in the introduc­
tion, such slow growth is not unreasonable. Some indication 
of the rate-oontrolllng factor must, however, be sought. 
Holden (13) has suggested, In explaining the slow coher­
ent growth of alpha needles in ursnium-chromium alloys at 
TOom temperature, that the retarding process is the require-
laent of a build up of the transformation stresses to a criti­
cal value before they can b© relieved by twinning of the alpha 
product. At these temperatures he sho^sed that twinning of the 
alpha is the only highly probable mode of relief of these 
stresses by deformation. Slsstlc stress below this critical 
velue would tend to oppose the transformation by Le Chateller's 
Principle. Thus, the rate-controlling factor was suggested 
to be the svsllablHty of modes of deformstion for relieving 
th© transformation stresses. 
At 'ttie temperatures investigated in the experiments re­
ported here It is reasonable to expect that relief of the 
trsnsformatlon stresses will be largely by deformation of the 
softer alpha and gamma phases. The iwdes of deforraation in 
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beta uranium at high teiaperatwri^s hrve not been reported, but 
the beta phase is known to be much hsrder then either of the 
other phases at the transformation tetii|>eratures (40) . Cahn 
(8) h&s reixsrted that alpha uranium may deform by slip, cross-
iiip, kinking, and poligonization sbo?e 400^^0. Gerauis uranium 
is toown to be extremely plastic at the transformation tem­
perature 88 is to be expected from its crystal structure. 
The relati¥e orientation of the phases involved in coherent 
transformation may restrict the number of possible deforma­
tion modes actually svsllable for stress relief. Thus, the 
limited availability of raodes of deformption for relief of 
transformation stresses in pure uranluBi is very probably one 
Of the rate-controlling factors in the slow growth of coherent 
nuclei. It should also be noted that at the smell degrees of 
superheating and supercooling examined in this investigation, 
the negative chemical free energy or mexirnum drlvint'; force 
for the reaction is certainly small. 
The bursts of transformstion activity must be due to one 
of two events. Either a. lerge number of the nuclei present 
at any given time suddtnly grov at an accelerated r^te or n»re 
nuclei are suddenly formed and grow rapidly. 
If the proposals by Knapp and Dehllnger (14) sbout the 
kinetics of coherent trensformatlons consulted, an uneven 
rate of isothermal growth of coherent nuclei already present 
is not unreesonable. Referring to Equation 1, this uneven 
growth rate can be related to a change in the balance between 
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the diatoi'tioa energy tei'ra Oy snd the fixed checdcal free 
energy term Tq. Any sudden relief of transformation stresses 
by deformation would decrease the positive distortion energy 
term and increase the effective driving force for further 
growth. 
these same proposals also suggest a possible mechpnlsra 
for the sudden formation and growth of more nuclei. Since it 
is propoaed that "preformed nuclei" can be activated by ex­
ternal stresses on the metal, it Is possible thst internal 
stresses, generated in the metal by the growth of the nuclei 
already present, are effective In activating more "preformed 
nuclei*' for growth. 
. The ver>' slow rate of transformation observed in the final 
stages of laotheriaal trsnsformetlon may reflect the very slow 
gro"rfth of coherent nuclei whose more rapid growth hf^s been 
stop,yed due to strain energy considerations. Tliis slow growth 
may be the result of stress relief by a process similar to 
creep. 
Lattice Parameters of Uranium as a 
Function of Tempersture 
The lattice parameters of uranium have been determined 
over the temperature range from room temperature to the melting 
point from high-temperature x-rsy diffractometer d^ta. The 
thermal expansion of the metal at any teispersture along the 
major crystallographlc axes can be determined from these dsits 
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as can the volume cbangee aooowpenylng the trsnsformctions. 
Aloha uraBluaa Xattlo© parameters 
The experimental values determined for the lattice parB,-
meters a, b, anci £ of the orthorhomMc alpha phase between 
20®C aM 600®C are glifen in Table 3. The curves for lattice 
parameters as a function of temperature drawn from these dst?? 
are siiown in Figures 23, 24, sM 25. The values for the 
fable 3. Experimental values for the lattice constants of 
alpha uranium 
Sample feiapsratur© Lattice constants (A) 
number ©G a.' B c 
1—3 20 S.85E6 5.8680 4 .948q 
3-.E 20 2.8837 5.86I9 4.9565 
BK 27 £.8643 5.8641 4.9575 
<3~*iC 101 2.8578 5.8636 4.9610 
1-3 106 2.858g 5.8660 4.9570 
1-3 200 S«8662 5.8649 4.97O5 
3-£ 204 2.8657 6.8634 4.9741 
D 212 2-8663 5-8646 4.975i 
l—S 304 2.875i 5.8636 4.9844 
3—ki 306 2.8756 5.062o 4.988i 
1-3 400 S .8849 5.8594 4.9985 
3—2 400 2.8845 5.8602 4.9996 
1-2 403 2-8859 5.8575 5.0033 
1*3 505 2.89?i 5.8515 5.O2O3 
3—£ 602 2-9113 5-8402 5.0394 
1-2 603 2.9106 5.8406 5.O4O7 
1-3 603 2.9090 5.8395 5 *0397 
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Figure 23. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameter 
a for orthorhomblo (alpha) uranium 
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Figure 24. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameter 
b for orthorhomblc (alpha) uranium 
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Figure 25. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameter 
c for orthorhombic (alpha) uranium 
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oonstants at 100®C Intervals, at room tesiperature, and at the 
alpiia-^beta trans formation temperature ere given in Table 4 
along with caleuleted volusie per unit cell, volume per atom, 
volume per grarii-atorri, ejnd dtngity. 
Seta uranium lattice paraaeters 
The slopes of the curves deaoribing the Isttioe psra-
meters of beta uranium as a function of temperature hsve been 
aetermined. these slopes along with the average of three sets 
of precision lattice paraneters (obtained by the modified 
Cohen extrapolation of diffractoEieter dsta) hps permitted the 
construction of curves for the lattice p.?ra®eters £ and c as 
a function of teniperature. 
The experimental values for the lattice pare.nieters at 
three teaiperatures and their average are given in Tpble 5. 
'While the precision of these jnes.suresents ie surely O.l.'C or 
less, it is to be noted that over the very small ternper^.ture 
range of stability of the beta phaee the total ohonge in the 
parameters is of this same order of aiagnitule {0'25t for £ 
and 0.06^ for c as will be evident from the finel dpt.-?). 
fhis situation .aiai.es the proper choice of slope for the be-^t 
curve through such data alone highly indeterminpte. P. deter­
mination of the slope wsa, therefore, made Independently .r?s 
described below-
The determination of these slopes was? ni^de by calcula­
tion from the observed shift in six x-ray diffraction perks 
fable 4. Final x-ray results for alpha ursniuia 
Volume 
Teaper-ature 
OC 
Lattice constents 
ft B 0 
Unit cell 
(1D~24cq) 
Atom 
(10-2400) 
p-s,toai 
(cc) 
Density 
(g/cc) 
0 2.852.3 5•864g 4.952g 82.843 2O.7I1 12.473 19 .OSg 
£5 a. 8fc)3^ 5.864q 4.9543 6E .Sl^ 20.720 12.484 19.07o 
100 ki .8683 5.364^ 4.9612 83.16q 20.792 12.52g 19.012 
200 2.866q &.emi 4.97£g 83.565 20.891 12. 5S rj 18.92i 
300 2.8747 6.8627 4.985i 84 .016 2I.OO4 12.65o 18.82o 
400 2.885g 5.8592 5.QOOg 84.533 21.133 12.728 I8.7O4 
500 2.8969 5.8516 5.0187 85.0?5 21.269 I2.BO9 18.586 
600 2.9IO7 5.8399 5.0402 85.674 21.419 I2.9O0 18.455 
662 2.92O4 5.831o 5.0547 85.07q 21.51Q 12.660 18.369 
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Table 5. Experimental lattice constants of beta urenium 
Temp era tur e Lattice oonatants (A) 
0(2 6  c  
681 10.7585 5.653g 
735 IO.76O4 5.6515 
765 10.7653^ 5.657o 
Average asiuolng linear change in constants 
with temperature; 
a as 10.751 
at 727OC 
c » S.654 
as the temperature was changed in 15®C to 25®C intervals 
through the beta region. UOg and UC reflections were used 
in correcting the positions of the metal peaks for camera 
errors. From the corrected reflection angle 2© for eech 
reflection, the corres|x>nding Interplanar spacing d was cal­
culated. these d values were plotted agpinst temperature T. 
All six of these curves were straight lines showing no evi­
dence of discontinuity or inversion. The six metal pepka were 
indexed eaiploying the Bunn Chart. These indices were checked 
using the only available literature value for the constants 
(41) and the average value for the oonstants at 727°C reported 
.,ln Table 5. 
It csxi be shown from the Bragg equation that at a given 
temperature the axial ratio c/s can be calculated, given the 
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Indices hkl aM the interplanar spacing for two independent 
reflections, i-e-, reflections for tAich d| (iif + Is-f) is not 
equal to (h| + k.|) d| and d| • l| is equsl to Ig • d|. 
The expression derived is 
1/2 
d? if - d| l| ~1 
1 •*'1 2 £ 
o/a - 10 • 
d l  ( h l k l )  -  d f  ( h j  4 .  f c f )  
In this case the reflections observed were indexed to be 
the (520), (511), (202), (540), (522), and (621). The above 
calculation wa® made for all permissible pslrs of reflections, 
taking the d values from the experimental d versus T plots, 
at £5*^0 intervale in the bets region. Average values of c/a 
in eaob. interval t-iere calQulsted. Then from the expression 
1/2 
» %kl 4- k2 -f. (^) l2^ 11. 
a Mas oaloulated at 25°C intervals from each of the six d 
values and the average c/a. value at this temperature. These 
data were plotted and the slope for each was measured. 
These values sre shown in Tj?ble 6-
The slope c@n also be calculated from the meesured 
slope of the d versus T plots. Taking the derivative of both 
sides of Equation 11 with respect to temperature one gets 
a||I « ^  []h2 k2 (a2/c2) l2^ + 
liE . r h2 k£ > (£) l^l 2 dT 1^" f ». •». X J 
12. 
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Table 6. Calculated change In lattice parameters v»-ith 
temperature for beta, uranium in A per °C 
hkl 
Calculated from 
Eauatlons 10 and 11 
Calculated from 
Sauation 12 
5.Eg 26.3 X 10-^ 82.S82 X 10-® 
540- 21.8 X 10-® 21.866 X 10-® 
320 18.8 X 10-^ 18.7498 X 10-® 
621 20.1 X 10""® 20.088 X 10-® 
202 31.3 X 10-® 31.285 X 10-® 
511 27.0 X 10-® 37.782 X 10-® 
hkl 
d(c) 
di 
Calculsted frDm 
Eauatlons 10 and 13 
Calculated from 
Equation 14 
522 1.4 X 10-® 3.046 X 10"^® 
540 l.S X 10-® 3.949 X 10-® 
320 0.4- X 10-® 2.330 X 10-® 
621 0.2 X 10-® 2.812 X 10-® 
202 6.3 X 10-® 6.694 X 10-® 
611 4.0 X 10-® 8.316 X 10-® 
Here le measured,, a is the average value from the Cohen 
extrapolations, and and a.2/c^ are calculated from the 
o/r data obtained above. Such c.alculation@ were made for 
eaoh reflection and these results are slso shox^^rn in fpble 6. 
The average slope from the 12 values in T'^^ble 6 is 
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a £4.8 X 10"® A per °C 
llie average value of a from the Cohen extrapolations is 
a » 10.761 + .005 A at 727 + 3®C 
Since the d versus T plots were linear and the oelculated 
a versus 1. plots were linear, these two values determine the 
plot of a versus tempereture for the beta uranium. The coeffi-
aient of thermal expansion <1 in the 100 and 010 directions can 
be calculated using an extrapolated 0®G value of a » 10.581 + 
•005 A to be 
a Aoo) . '=776°C-'' 676°C , 33., ^  ^ CO 
' ®0°0 (lOCO) 
Exactly siiiilsr calculations with regard to the 001 
direction in beta uranium employing the equations 
n" N 1/2 
® * dhki„ jj c /a'^) (h^ +• ic^) -t- l^J 13. 
8iid 
1/2 
5# Q(c^/a^) (h^ k^) + 1^ + 
[(cZ/»2) (hS ^  k2) ^  10 
14. 
give 
a 3.4 X 10-^ A per °C 
Prom the Cohen extrapolation 
C » 5.654 + .005 A at 7S7 + 3°C 
and by extrapolation 
c « 5.409 + •005 A fit 0^0 
§0 
gluing 
« <00a> « g77^°q -°675°p = 6.0 » 2 X lO'® per °0 
(100<^C) 
Ih© data are sunsarlzed in Table 6 and in Figure 26. The 
final reaulta for the lattice parameters of bets uranium and 
the OE-iculated density and Tolume values at Intervals 
from 650®C to 775®C are given in 'fsble ?. The plot of these 
calculated values is a straight line in all esses. 
1'able 7. Final x-ray results for beta ursnium 
fesper- Lattice Volume 
ature Gon@tant0 Onlt^geli 
(lO-Sioo) 
Atom 
(lO-SicQ) 
g-atom Density 
QQ a c (oc) (g/oc) 
662 10.7444 5.6515 652.42 21.747 13.098 18.176 
675 10.7480 5 • 6 51 g 653. 2i 21.776 13.115 18.154 
700 10.7640 5.6525 664.03 21.80]L 13.13o 18.13g 
726 10.7604 5.653g 654.8x 2I.8S7 13.140 18.11]L 
750 10.761g 5.6543 655.42 21.847 13.150 18.09.3 
772 10.7719 5«655Q 656.17 21.872 13.173 18.073 
Gamgia uraiiiusi lattice parameterB 
Contamination of the metal surface with UO2 and UC and 
coarsening of the grain si^e of samples above 800<^C during 
th© tlia© necesgary to recoil diffraction peeks proved trouble­
some. Large grain size and the resulting non-random orlenta-
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Figure 26. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameters 
a (top) and £ (bottom) for tetragonal (beta) 
uranium 
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tlon of the grains peduc©® the number of reflections picked 
up by the CTeiger^counter diffrectometer • However, two pure 
uranium saiiiples each gave two wtll defined metal reflections 
shoeing <Xi and ttg resolution at 800®0, 900^C, and 1005®C. 
A larger number of gama peaks were oDtained toy employing 
urajodus-zirconiuni alloy samples. Measurements were made on 
alloyi aontaining 0.5^ 2.6, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0 weight percent 
zirconiuBi. Four to @ix metal reriections were recorded with 
each of these alloys at 800®C, 900^0, lOOS^C, and 1050°C• 
The constants were refined using the UO2 and UC reflections 
as an aid in choosing the proper slope for the Nelson-Riley 
plots. The values for the refined parameters at each tem~ 
perstur® i-^ere extrapolated to sero percent zirconium. The 
extrapolated iralues for the lattice constant a were in good 
agreement with those ohtsined with pur© uraniuni. These data 
are presented in Teble 8, and Figure 27 was drawn from the 
fable 8. Experimental lattice constants of gamma uranium 
Lattice constant Ml 
feffiperature Sxtrspolsted from 
oc Ames Biscuit urenium U-Zr alloys 
800 3.5354 3. 534Q 
900 3.d42o 3.54O5 
1005 3.5492 3.5506 
1060 — 3.555o 
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Figure 27. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameter 
a for body centered cubic (gamma) uranium 
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experlmerital data gluing an extrapolcted room temperature 
value of 3.4?2i A. The coefflolent of thermal expansion 
from 0®C to 1100^0 is caleulated to be 
<^0% - 1100°C • ' 22.5 t 1-3 X 10-® per °C 
fiie fl.aa.1 values fro.® th© plot of the parameter st various 
temperatures along with the oaleuls.ted volume per cell, volume 
per volume per grem-atom, and density are given in Table 
9. Calaulated densltl©® for all three phases are presented In 
Figure 28. 
Table 9. Final x-»ray results for gasBaa uranium 
Tolume 
feaiperature Con,stant Unit cell Atom g-atom Density 
°C a (lO^^^cc) (10~24qq) (oc) (g/oc) 
772 3. §3E]^ 44.065 22.03.3 13.27O 17.941 
800 3.5340 44.137 22.069 13.29i 17.912 
850 t5 . 638o 44.287 22.144 13.336 17.85o 
900 3.542o 44.437 22.2I9 13.359 17.791 
950 3.545g 44.§80 22.29o 13.425 17.734 
1000 3.5498 44.73x 22•365 13.470 17.674 
1050 3.§§55 44.87x 22.435 13.512 17.617 
1100 '3.557g 45.Olg 22.506 13. 17.565 
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Figure 28. Density of high-purity uranium as a function of tenperature 
calculated from x-ray data 
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High temperatMr© l&ttlog 
pa^Meters'"of"""lio'2 'enA 'iic^ 
It was found desirable to use .the'lattice psremeters of 
OO2 s.n*3. lie as internal standards and as an aid in indexing the 
tetregonal uranium patterns taken irt temperB,ture. The lattice 
paraaeters of uranium dioxide and uranium monoca.rblde in the 
'beta tenderature range and the thermal expansion of these 
materials in the form of a surface film on massive uraJiium 
f'roLi 0®C to 800°0 has "been daterisined. 
The lattice pa,r'8.meters of these compounds, present as a 
surface film on massive uranium, were determined froQ x-ray 
diffractoffieter data taken at teirper^ture in the course of the 
studies on uranium. The average of six such determinations 
at ?1?®C ge^e 
a|_IQg « 5>496 +_ .006 A 
and 
ay0 « 4.973 .005 A 
• fh© thermal expansion was determined by recording et 25°C 
intervals the position of the (200) peaks from the UOg-UC film 
on a uranium sample. From these data a plot of apparent lat­
tice paraaetar versus teaiperEture could be drawn for ench 
eoiapound. These plots were both straight lines above about 
200 C. Departure from linearity, corresponding to a more 
rapid decr«a,se in lattice parametBi-s, was observed In the tem­
perature rang© from 200°C to rooni temperature. This curved 
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portion of the plot Is interpreted as due to the residual oom-
pressive stresses in the film which result from the relptlvely 
larger theriaal oontraotlon of the uranium on cooling. (The 
magEituae of the oorapressiire strain can he calculated from 
the curves to be 0.3 + .1'^ at room teiipercture.) The straight 
line portions of the plots were extrapolated to 0°C. The 
eoefficient of thermal ©xpaiislori a betvjeen 0®C and aoo^C was 
fomid to be 7.6 0.? x lO"® per for both uranium dioxide 
and uranium osrbide. 
These plots yiere corrected for camsra errors using the 
excepted value for the lattice parameter of UO2 at room tem­
perature, a =» 5.4682 A (41). These values provided an inde­
pendent oheok on the lattice parameters determined directly 
from beta region data. Tb.e values found frois the thermal 
expansion oui'Ves at 717®C were 
ayog * 5.497 + .003 A and » 4.964^ + .003 A 
in good agreement i-v'lth the values reported above. 
Evaluation of x-ray results 
The final results for the laatice parameters of alpha 
uranium agree with the powder x-ray values reported by Bridge, 
iiohwartz, and. Vaugtian (3) within 0.05^ for p11 three perameters 
at all temperaturea with the exception of c above ebuut 500°C. 
Here the agreement I0 still quite good, and is '.vithln 0.2;^ at 
the trensformation teinsereture. These data pre also supported 
by the single crystal dilatometric data of Lehr and Lanj?eron 
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(43) . Bie decrease In the value of the b parameter 
Inoreasing temperature Is r?ther unusual and besic to the 
understanding of meay of the Irregular phenomen?? observed 
during alpha cycling of uranluia (6). 
The results from the final curves for beta uraniuni agree 
with tne data given by Thewlls (41) within the limits of 
©xperliiisntsl ©rror. Hie data for low-chromium urenlura-chromlum 
alloys are 
(loo) „ 
Ot 6750C - 775®c » 23 +1.4 x 10"^ per oq 
and 
(OOl) 
^ 675®C - 775®C = 4.6 t I-® 10*® per °C 
He also reports a « 10.759 ^  .001 A; c =» 5.656 + .001 A at 
720 jt I'O^C in excellent agreement with the results of this 
investlgetlon. The data give no evidence for any disoontinu-
itles or ohange in slope in the curves for lattice parameter 
versus teir|)eratures In the region of bets stability. 
Considering the small number of reflections which could 
be recorded and the extrapolations involved, the precision in 
the laeasureraerit of the garima parimeters at various temperatures 
is probably not better than 0.2;C. The value of the coeffi­
cient of theraial expansion, however, agrees nicely ti/ith the 
vslue of 22.6 X 10"'^ per ®C from dllstofnetrlc measurements on 
polycrystalline material as deterralned by Lloyd et the Argonne 
National Laboratory and reported by Foote (6). 
The lattice parameter at ?20°C and the coefficient of 
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thermal expansion for UO2 aepsured by Thewlls (41) for UO^ 
films on powdered ur8.nlum do not agree closely vlVn the re­
sults presented here for !J02'-UC films on uranium. Hie values 
ere 
ayOg a 6.612 t, -00^ ^  ""^20 ^ 10°C 
and 
C( 20°C ~ 7E0^C '« 11.8 t 1.7 x 10"^ per 
The latter value Mas calculated froas his 720*^0 parameter and 
the same valui? for 20*^C as accepted in this work.. The dis-
erepajioy is tery probably dut to the difference in COBIDOSI-
tion of the films meaaured. 
'i'he reported data gi^e the volume changes at the trans­
formations as - 1.12J« and » 0.70;f. These 
iroluKie changes are somewhat smeller than sntloippted conaider-
Ing the l8.rg® mseroscopie distortion known to accompany the 
tran s fo rma ti on®. 
ConsidaratlonB on the Crystellographlc 
Features of the Transforfiiatlons 
phenomenologiCBl cryBtallographio theories for tr^ns-
forffiations involving the nuolestlon and growth of coherent 
nuclei have been developed by Lleberaie.n, VJechsler, and Resd 
(25, 26) and by Bowles and Mackenzie (44, 45, 46, 4?). These 
theorize permit the calculation of the orystallographic 
features of such transforma13.ons. Habit plsne, shepr angle, 
and the crystallogrsiiilc relationship of product to ps-rent 
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phKse can be oalculr.ted. Only the lattice parameters of the 
phases at the traneforniPtlori temperatures SNA E suitable 
choice of iJtihomogeneity ouch as twinning or slip are needed. 
The results of the calculation are, in most esses, multiple-
valued, and not all of the solutions are observed experi­
mentally. The experimental results, however, in all of tiie 
cases treated agree very closely to one oonelstent fet of the 
calculated features. 'Ihe calculetlons have been developed 
both graphically and In terms of matrix algebra. 
The principle on which these calculations are besed is 
that the strain energy involved will be minliBlzed if the 
boundary plane between the parent and product phase is one of 
zero average distortion. The 'basic theorem of the Lieberman, 
wechsler, and Read treatraent (26) ste.tes that the necessary 
«md sufficient condition for the existence of a plane of zero 
net distortion is that one of the principle distortions be 
unity, one of the principle transformation strains 
vanish • B'roin the lattice parameters of the two phases in­
volved, one can deteraiine if this condition can hold without 
some inhomogenelty such as twinning or slip in the product 
phase. That is, homogeneous distortion to give p. plane of zero 
averffvge distortion would be possible If tranaformetion of 
simple corresijondlng: cells of the two phsses can be accomplish­
ed by a distortion in which one of the principle distortions 
is unity. 
The lattice parameters for the tetragonal and orthorhomblc 
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phases in ur^iniura the alpha-lbete trnnsformstion temperature 
were reported in the previous aeotion to be 
a =. 10.7444 h ,  c » 5.6515 A  
a « £.9204 A., b ^ 5.8310 A, e « 5.0547 A 
The ooafigiiration., involving the smallest distortion, 
which allows the homogeneous trfinsformstion of s smell region 
of beta uranium to alpha uranium was sought. The correspond-
iiig primary cells mmt quit© obviously contain an equal number 
of EtoEis. The orthorhombic unit cell oontains four atoms and 
the tetragonal unit oell contaliis 30 a.toins. Therefore, the 
sffisillest possible prirnary cells laust both contain 60 atoms. 
The configuration, shown in Figure £S, of sll of those con­
sidered gave tlie smallest strain distortions. It is therefore 
expected to be f oped energetloally. The primary tetrr.gonal 
cell has the parameters 
ap a n/2 15.194 A 
Op a 0^ * 5.6515 A 
fhe corresponding pr;liBary orthorhombic cell has the pa.rameters 
ftp as 5 w 14.SOS A 
bp =s 3 0^ a 15.164 A 
Cp » bg^ ••• 5.8310 A 
The Eiatrix which describes the distortion of this primary 
tetragonal cell to the oorrespondlng orthorhombio cell dimen­
sions when related to an orthogonal set of exes Xp, jp, end 
Zp in the 110, 110, and 001 directions, respectively, in the 
beta unit cell is 
Figure 29. Diagrammatic representation of the relstlon 
of th© corresponding primary cells for 
homogeneous distortion of beta to alpha 
uraniuia 
The norrsal toeto lattice directions Ya , 
are shown. Kie priaary tetragonal cell t the 
inner in the figure) 1B drawn with the 
priiicipl© direetlons ;cp, yp, Zp Indlcstoci. 
Xp is 45® from x.^ and. y-Q is 45" from y/j-• 
The size of primary cell before and after 
beta to alpha transformation is indiceted 
in terms of the lattice parameters of the 
two phases-
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C 0 
T « 0 d 2  0  
0 0 d3 
15. 
where 
^ « 0.96098, d2 » « 0.9S797, 
and, 3.3 =. -55- - 1.0518 
«/» 
Thus, Qoritrsctlons of >3.91^1 btvI 0.20/? in the 110 rnd 110 
dlrectloriB, aad an expansion of 3.18^' in the GDI direction, 
respectively, would be required to homogeneouslj'' transform a 
small region of beta urpnium to slpha uranium. 
It is lute resting to note that ttse principle •^.intortion 
d2 Is almost unity, Furthemore, if the alphp Ipttioe prrs-
meter c extrapolated from the data reported by Bridge, Scbvjf^-rtr,, 
arid Ve,ugh8n(3) is used, this distortion is calculated to 'be 
alffiost exactly unity. The extrapolated values of b pnd £ 
reported by these Investigators agree with those Uvsed here. 
fhus the con<3.1tioris fo3r' a plsiie o f  z e r o  distortion under 
hoQogeiieoue transformetlor. «re nearly, met. If it is assumed 
that do is unity, the unit normal to the interface plsne of 
zero net distortion can be calculated. 
If is a unit vector lying in the plane of zero dis-
tortioa, then by definition it must be unchanf7;;ed in length by 
the hoiiiogeneous distortion. ThPt Is, If lies in the pl;--ne 
of zero distortion and 
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T i*<* » r 16. 
then 
I'VJ I" l^al - I* '•/jl "• 
If the oomponents of are along: the three principle direc­
tions of the primary tetragonal cell Xp, yp, and Zp, then r^ 
call be tiirltten as the column matrix 
and 
FurtherB'iore, 
I"/! - '''P 3^1 ^ 
1/2 
dx 0 0 
T r^ - 0 10 yp 
0 0 d3 
^p 
T 
and 
-1'' ">1 • * 4 *  
1/2 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Thus, the condition that lie in the plpne of zero distor­
tion implies 
,2^2 ^  „2 ^  ,.2^2 ^2 ^ ,2 
1 p 3 p ^ 21. 
or 
(di - 1) Xp + (d| - 1) zj 
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Thus 
(; p 1/2 . d| 
4 
+ K 
It follows that a unit vector normal to the plsne of zero 
distortion (which Is to be the interface plane or hsblt olsne) 
is 
lOr 
T/i P
T  K 
0 
1 
23. 
(1 
Ghooilng the plus sign for K In Equation 22, nuraericsl sub­
stitution gives 
.7365 
0 
.6764 
lo refer this vector to the normel directions for the 
beta unit cell axes requires a rotation through 45° about the 
Zp axis so that 
ii/ 
.7071 .7071 0 
-.7071 .7071 0 np 24. 
0 0 1 
giving 
.5208 
.5208 
.6764 
fhis is close to the normal to the (221) beta plf^ne. Wo 
experimental deteriainRtion of the hebit plane for the beta to 
alpha transforfflation in pure uranium hps been reported. The 
unit noriaels to the reported (13, 23) hebit planes for the 
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room tenijeratures beta to alpha trsnsformetion In low-chromium 
uraiiiua-chroHiiuia alloys ara 
So that the plane calculated is 23^ 21* from the (321) 
plan© and 23° 58* from the (41*1) plane. 
This eoiBparlson is, however, not necessarily expected to 
give agreement- fhe calculation of the hsbit plene for the 
uranium-chromiuiB alloys at room temperature will involve dif­
ferent lattice parameters than those used here. The lattice 
parameters of the tv#o phases depend not only on temperature 
but on the chromium content. In feet, it may be the cf?se that 
none of the principle distortions are very near to unity for 
the alloy transformation. Hoti^ever, Butcher (24) has reported 
that th© orientation of pure uranium alpha grains resulting 
from the trangforiflation of a beta single crystel of pure 
uranium oauld toe accounted for on the basis of the orientation 
relationship deterffdned for the chromiuHi-uranium alloys at 
room temperature. 
Tlie evidence is, then, that for the pure uranium beta to 
alpha transformstion none of the principle distortions j^re. 
In fact, exactly equal to unity. That is, the transformation 
distortion must normally be inhoiaogeneous. 
The calculation of the habit plane and orientation rela­
tionships for an inhoraogeneoua tronsform.«;.tion of a tetragonal 
n^ (S?!) ai 
7078 
4719 
4485 .3186 
6703 
6703 
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to fill orttorhombic lattice has not yet been reported. In 
feet, all of the transformations so far treated by the 
phenojaenologleal crystallographlc theories have Involved at 
least one cubic phase (48). 
Lleberman, leohsler and Read have trepted the cubic to 
orthorhoiiblo transfoririatlon In AuCd alloys (26) . The primary 
corresponding oelliS were chosen in the same orientation sug­
gested here for uranium. The inhomogeneity chosen wps twinning 
in the product phase. However, in oMer that there be a solu­
tion in ti'ie treatment as developed the plane in the cubic 
liisse which beoouBs the twin plene in the product must be a 
mirror plane. Furthermore, it must not contain any of the 
principle strain distortions d^, d2, ds. Thus, a simple 
extension of this treatment to the tetragonal to orthorhomblc 
case is not possible. Bae symmetry of the tetragonal lattice 
allows no such choice of twin plane for the suggested configura­
tion for uranium. Biis configuration, as stated, apparently 
Involves the saiallest strain distortions of any considered. 
Christian (48) in his review article on the status of 
the crystallographic theories implies that the uranium trans-
formatlona can be treated. Certainly the principle of minimi­
zation of the strain energy by e habit plane of zef-o average 
distortion must apply. The mathematical treatment will be com­
plicated by the lotner symmetry of the phases Involved. 
The epproaoh to the problem is clearly to develop the 
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oaloulations for the uranium-chromium fi-lloy transformation. 
For this c&s© the experimental observetione sre available. 
She calculations for the pure urenium transformetion will 
apparently then be a matter of numerical substitution. 
The experimental fietemination of the crystallogrsphic 
features of the alpha to beta urmium trsnsformatlon is oom-
plioated by two difficulties. The attenustion in intensity 
of high angle x-ray diffraction reflections with temperature 
hes been observed to b® marked. Back reflection Laue orienta­
tion patterns taken at the transforiaption tesi.pereture are not 
very satisfactory. Secondly, the high x-rsy absorption coeffi­
cient for uranium also interferes with recording transmission 
or front reflection Laue patterns even from crystals only 
about a tenth of a millimeter thick. 
In determining the beta-gamffls crystallographic features 
the experiinental difficulties are expected to be amplified by 
the increase in tstaperature iiivolved. The phenomenologicsl 
cry at alio graphic oaloulations should, hoi^ever, be readily 
extended to tills body centered cubic to tetragonal transforma­
tion la uranium. 
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SUMMARY -AKD C0MGUJ5I0KS 
riesistance effects observed accompenylng the slphp-beta 
traiigform??tlon in high purity uranium Infilcpte a certain degree 
of reversibility In the orientstion of a given grain on thermal 
cycling through tooth transforraationcs. The effect on the alpha-
phase thermal twinning tempersture, on the reslBtence of newly-
formed alpha., &nd on the transforsetion teniperpturee result­
ing froia rapid theriiial cycling of uranium through both PIIO-
toplc transformations is interpreted to indicpte progressive 
lattice hardening. 
It hes been shown that the alio tropic transformations In 
uraiiium proceed isotherfflslly, but thet the extent of ivsothermal 
transformation Is a function of temperEture over a definite 
temperature range. 'Ihe isotheriBal trensformstion initially 
involves bursts of transformation activity, and proceeds in 
its later stages very slowly to an apparent end of transforma-
tion. 
Xhe lattice parameters of high purity ursniura from room 
tenperature to the melting point hpve been experimentally 
determined. The crystallogr^^phlc features of the alphp-beta 
trsnsformation have been discussed in terms of the lattice 
pers.ffleters of the two pheses snd the volume ohsn;'e "-t the 
transformation teraperature. 
From the evidence presented it is concluded th-^^t the 
allotropic tr.^'insforinations in uranium proceed by the nude-
Ill 
atlon aM slow growth of coherent nuclei. The features of 
the transforiBatione pre closely siffdlar to those of typlosl 
{fliartensitlc reactions, except for the kinetic features. Argu­
ments have been proposed, to explain these non-typicel kinetic 
fee,tures. 
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